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Introduction

As I am writing this introduction, photographs with the hashtag “Save
Wanchalearm” are circulating on social media. There are several different
versions, the man with glasses wearing different colourful shirts but always
smiling. In some, he holds his hand in a three-finger salute, a sign appropriated
by Thai activists against the military junta that seized power on 22 May 2014.1
Wanchalearm Satsaksit, a political activist and vocal critic of the military
government, was summoned by the military after the coup d’état in 2014 but
took refuge in Cambodia. On 4 June 2020, he was abducted in front of the
apartment where he was staying in the capital Phnom Penh.2 The next day people
brought photographs of Wanchalearm out in central Bangkok to protest the
forced disappearance and accusing the Thai and Cambodian governments of
involvement. The images and hashtags sparked a debate on social media, with socalled netizens criticising also the UNHCR for inaction. The UNHCR Goodwill
Ambassador of Thailand, an actress and model, replied on one of her social media
accounts, “I promote peace and non-political agendas; this is highly political.”3
Writing this thesis is an attempt to capture a moving object, and it is not possible
at this point in time to know the full implication of the above-mentioned case.
But this current debate frames human rights issues in Thailand that have a
continuity in the country’s contemporary history. It also indicates the political
tensions embedded in human rights discourse. While human rights have been part
of Thai state history since the promulgation of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights in 1948, they are also part of the ongoing contestations over
1

The three-finger salute comes from the book series “The Hunger Games,” written by Suzanne
Collins and adapted to film.

2

George Wright and Issariya Praithongyaem, “Wanchalearm Satsaksit: The Thai Satirist
Abducted in Broad Daylight,” BBC News, 2 July, 2020 https://www.bbc.com/news/worldasia-53212932.

3

“UNHCR Says No Comment on Activist’s Abduction,” Khaosod English, 8 June, 2020,
https://www.khaosodenglish.com/politics/2020/06/08/unhcr-says-no-comment-on-activistsabduction/.



history and memory. Human rights have been incorporated in historical
narratives that mediate democracy, nationalism and royalism, while they also
signify an unfulfilled or disrupted history of democratic progress. The moments
that take centre stage in this thesis are those when human rights appear in all its
political force from the margins of history.

Aims and Scope
This is a study of engagement with photography within a human rights discourse
in Thailand. The main focus is how photography as a visual practice can function
not only to bring human rights claims or human rights issues into the public eye,
but also as part of the dissensus politics that human rights has the potential of
being. Photography can facilitate re-encounters with moments of violence and
individual destinies that have been pushed to the margins of law, the state, and
history. Photography also offers a potential to make victims of human rights
violations appear as subjects of human rights.
Human rights history concerns international politics and struggles for equality,
justice, and emancipation: these are histories of state violence, of political,
economic, material and epistemic violence. Human rights historiography revolves
around questions of who the rights-bearing subject is, the role of duty-bearing
institutions, and how human rights despite their universal claim are limited
politically, legally, and socially. Thailand does not have a prominent place in the
field of human rights history. However, as this thesis shows, contestations over
political definitions of the state, its rule and its subjects are accentuated when
looking through human rights issues. The violence and violations brought to the
fore by the photographic source materials do not belong to a past from which the
state has transitioned. There is no archive of atrocious photographs to “turn
against” a past regime of violence. What I bring together in this thesis are
photographs of ongoing human rights violations: recurring photographs,
recurring themes of violence, and recurring references to past events and to
memory of the past in relation to contemporary violations.
This study of photography requires a familiarisation with a larger national and
international history of human rights – the politics, the events and discourses that
forged human rights globally and in Thailand. The source material shaped the
questions I ask and informed the theoretical and methodological frames for
studying photography in relation to human rights. From the parallel global


histories of photography, atrocities, and human rights, questions arose about how
to understand and engage with photography within a human rights discourse.
Can photography be something more than a technique and practice to record,
document and spread awareness about human rights violations? Can
photographic engagement also frame the subject of human rights and human
rights as a political force? Both asking and answering these questions require
thinking of human rights as political, and the political as encompassing the act of
violence, the agents of violence and those subjected to violence. Photography
turns attention to the visual and the public aspects of human rights that are
intertwined with our understanding of what human rights are and who the subject
of human rights is.
This study begins in the 1970s and ends in early 2017. The starting point in time
is bound up with the photographic production related to the historical events
known in Thailand as 14 October 1973 and 6 October 1976 (chapter 1, 2 and
article IV). The end point in time – a photographic exhibition in Bangkok, 2017
– is only an end of this thesis, and not an end at all to the questions I investigate
(chapter 3, article III).
Shaping this study is the fact that there does not exist a comprehensive archive
from where the source materials can be retrieved. The photography studied here
are not records produced by a single regime, but several actors and different types
of stakeholders have participated in the production of the material. As I will
discuss further in chapter 2, the ontological position I take is that photography
begins before a photograph is taken and extends to each encounter with the
photograph – in this study the countless publication moments and places – that
transform the photographed event, and contributes to construing it as an
historical event. I borrow the term “the event of photography” from Ariella
Azoulay to theoretically comprehend the meaning of photography beyond the
photographic frame.4 Meaning does not stem from what is in the photographic
frame, but is created by each and everyone involved in the “event of photography”
– including repositories, how photographs are captioned and categorized, the
context for dissemination etc. “The event of photography” is neither a first-hand
methodological choice nor a theoretical frame that I have placed on my object of
study. Rather, it was something I saw in my source material that I couldn’t fully
grasp with theories that take the photograph as the starting point.

4

Ariella Azoulay, Civil Imagination: A Political Ontology of Photography, trans. Louise Bethlehem
(Brooklyn, N.Y.: Verso, 2012).



Coupled with thinking of human rights as dissensus politics, I identify the
political potential of photography not in the capturing of human rights violations
per se, but in the engagements and contestations over the meaning of photographs
in the Thai public. This comes from the observation that photographs of violence
do not by necessity have the desired effect of furthering human rights. Looking at
violence in my own source material, I found it necessary to question the limits of
photography as a tool for human rights claims and redress for human rights
violations. Can photography direct our vision to the regimes of violence rather
than merely the violation seen in photographs? The task is to ask questions about
first, the context for the making of the photograph – what structures brought
about the photographed event; second, what and who are not visible in
photographic records; and third, what photographs are not disseminated or
cannot be found in archives.
This study is limited to printed publications and excludes by and large social
media practices. The main reason for this is the photographic practices that
forewent online networks and platforms. It would be possible to expand this study
to online spaces to research continuities and ruptures of the international
dimensions of dissent and human rights in Thailand – not least among students
and political exiles.
What I have done is present a theoretical and methodological framework for
understanding usages and engagement with photography within the discourse of
human rights. It is limited to Thailand’s contemporary history but the general
conclusions are comparable to other national contexts.
Following are three sections that give a background to the study, relating it to the
current state of scholarly knowledge that are brought together in this thesis.

State Violence, Nationalism, and Human Rights as
Dissensus Politics
Guiding this thesis is an interest in the conditions for making human rights claims
and for being a human rights subject within the Thai state, where power is by
large informal and it is difficult to hold the state accountable.5 The structure of


5



What Craig J. Reynolds calls the un-stately character of the Thai state, “Time’s Arrow and the
Burden of the Past: A Primer on the Thai Un-State,” Sensate: A Journal for Experiments in



the state, how power is formally divided, and how accountability can be sought
are instrumental for the legal and institutional realization of human rights. To
understand the informal workings of power in a state that limits the exercise of
human rights, it is however also critical to pay attention to economic, social and
cultural dimensions. My concern is not the division of power within the Thai
state per se, but the powers that delimit the subjects of the Thai state and, by
extension, limits who can be seen as subjects of human rights within the Thai
state.
The challenge to many scholars has been to conceptualize authoritarianism,
transition to democracy, the informal character of power division, and the role of
institutions in Thai political history – especially the relationship between the
monarchy and the military since the revolution and end of absolute monarchy in
1932.6 Additionally, the 1992 democracy movement, the 1997 constitution and
the rise and fall of prime minister Thaksin Shinawatra (2001-2006), the
subsequent mass movements of “red shirts” and “yellow shirts” and return to
military rule in 2014, have attracted scholars to investigate the role of civil society
and social movements as well as the judiciary in the political power struggles.7
Over the past decade, greater attention has been turned to the unequal principles
of law, extrajudicial exercise of power and impunity for state violence. Thongchai
Winichakul defines impunity as a “privilege” (aphisit) for those in higher positions


Critical Media Practice, no. 3 (2012), https://sensatejournal.com/craig-reynolds-et-al-timesarrow/.
6

Some are referred to in article II. See also Duncan McCargo, “Network Monarchy and
Legitimacy Crises in Thailand,” Pacific Review 18, no. 4 (2005); Veerayooth Kanchoochat and
Kevin Hewison, “Introduction: Understanding Thailand’s Politics,” Journal of Contemporary
Asia 46, no. 3 (2016); Eugénie Mérieau, “Thailand’s Deep State, Royal Power and the
Constitutional Court (1997–2015),” ibid.; Paul Chambers and Napisa Waitoolkiat, “The
Resilience of Monarchised Military in Thailand,” ibid.; Thak Chaloemtiarana, Thailand: The
Politics of Despotic Paternalism, Southeast Asian ed. (Thailand: Cornell Southeast Asia Program
and Silkworm books, 2007), chap. 6.

7
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and power (amnat) within a hierarchical society.8 Tyrell Haberkorn stresses how
extrajudicial and other forms of illegitimate violence and impunity “structure the
relationship between the rulers and the ruled in Thailand,” meaning that “being
a citizen is characterised by the knowledge that state officials can assault, torture,
disappear or kill you and will likely get away with it.”9
Along a similar line, David Streckfuss argues that Thailand, through militarisation
and de-legitimisation of law, is in an “endless state of exception.” The state of
exception, Streckfuss proposes, is foundational for not only justifying the harsh
punishment for breaching defamation laws (like lèse-majesté) but also functions
as a protection for the upper echelons of society.10 The monarchy cannot be
publicly criticised, as the monarchy holds a special social and political position,
i.e. the law protects a system of power and dominance more than just the
personage of the monarch.11 Lèse-majesté and other measures that create
exceptions in law, such as special orders by a military junta or the Computer
Crime Act (2007 amended 2017), are defended in the rhetoric of “national order
and security” and intimately linked to political contestations.12
The state nationalism constructs political exclusion and enemies within the Thai
state through a cultural discourse of being Thai.13 For this thesis, the concept of
national identity (ekkalak thai) and Thainess (khwampenthai) is relevant in
relation to the construction of a human rights subject in Thailand, and in relation
8
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to power in the public space (see article II). Thainess is the individual and
collective state of behaving, acting, and being perceived as Thai. The concept
captures at the same time a sense of belonging to the nation and the fact of being
acknowledged by the political community and the state power as belonging to the
Thai nation. The connotation of Thainess has changed over time, from primarily
a unifying term for the King’s subjects at the height and end of absolutism;14 to a
concept used for the promotion of Thai goods, tourism and food and even to a
commodity in itself a century later.15 Thainess came in the shape of the so-called
cultural mandates of the military governments in the 1930s and 1940s, who also
changed the name of the country from Siam to the ethno-nationalist term
Thailand (prathet thai).16 Thainess and its antonym, the state of being un-Thai,
have been frequently used as a “national security” rationale for the authoritarian
military regimes, particularly directed against socialist and communist elements
in the 1940s-1970s.17 Thainess was also embraced as anti-imperialist by the social
movement of the early 1970s – of which many students notably were of Chinese
descent.18
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The discourse of national belonging and labelling of so-called un-Thai elements
functions to position people who have already been subjected to state violence in
constructed margins of law, society and history. Nationalism can further
legitimise or delegitimise the political and in the name of “the nation,” political
claims can be brought forward to destabilise governments.19 These aspects of
nationalism are glaringly visible in the events 14 October 1973 and 6 October
1976 (article IV), in the name of the nation an authoritarian government was
overthrown in 1973, and in the name of the nation authoritarianism was
reinstalled in 1976.
In article II, I use the concepts of structural and cultural violence to construe an
image of a citizen who can be violated with impunity.20 This citizen I locate in a
conceptual “periphery” of nationhood where, in the discourse of nationalism, the
citizen does not appear as a human rights subject to the Thai state. However, the
framework of cultural violence does not suffice to understand how human rights
can at the same time be political and an emancipatory force in an authoritarian
state such as Thailand. Through the sovereignty of the nation-state, human rights
can in practice be limited to the subjects within a political community. Central to
this study is thinking of the potential of human rights to challenge the very
boundaries of the political – that human rights can be a form of what Jacques
Rancière calls dissensus politics. Dissensus politics is “a conflict about who speaks
and who does not speak, about what has to be heard as the voice of pain and what
has to be heard as an argument on justice.”21 It is the questioning of any
essentialising idea about what politics are – politics is neither a conflict of interest
among equals nor can politics be reduced to power struggles or acts of power.
Dissensus politics captures the universal conflict over equality.22
What does it mean for human rights that suspension of law – which is created
within law itself – becomes “endless” or a character trait of the state, as Haberkorn
describes it? The “state of exception” in the Thai state that Streckfuss and
Haberkorn describe is one in which principles of legality are suspended. This
builds on Giorgio Agamben’s development of Carl Schmitt’s definition of the
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state of exception as “the principle of political authority.”23 Agamben introduces
the concept of the homo sacer to refer to the subject who has been expelled from
political life, reduced to “bare life” and to a life that can be taken (sacrificed)
within the state of exception created by the sovereign power.24 The sovereign
power is “the power that decides on the state of exception in which normal legality
is suspended,” meaning that ultimately “law hinges on a power of decision that is
itself out of law.”25 To Agamben, the state of exception is “the power of decision
over life.”26 What is at stake is how the state of exception functions as
depoliticizing power and repression as well as depoliticizing the possible subjects
of human rights.27
The state of exception and human rights as exceptional do not, however, make
human rights obsolete for those cast as homo sacer, but rather points towards the
political power of human rights. The emancipatory potential in human rights is
that they can negotiate the political – challenging the sovereign power’s dictate on
the belonging or exclusion of claims and humans in the political sphere. Rancière
argues against rights belonging to a fixed subject, i.e. a human who can be
excluded or included from the polity or the citizens making claims towards the
state. The “human in human rights” is to Rancière “a litigious name that can be
invoked to assert a fundamental equality.”28 It is through dissensus politics that
the subject of human rights appears: “These rights are theirs [the displaced, the
dispossessed, the detained, the oppressed] when they can do something with them
to construct a dissensus against the denial of rights they suffer.”29
Correspondingly, Joe Hoover argues for an agonistic understanding of human
rights, that “focuses on the use of rights as contentious political claims that
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demand social transformation.”30 Agonistic human rights are contrasted to a
legalistic understanding of human rights which presupposes equality before the
law. The legalistic framework of human rights tends to abstract both right claims
and the subjects of human rights from power relations and thus risks voiding
human rights of their emancipatory potential. Understanding the political force
of human rights as something that can negotiate the political in itself, rather than
claims to reform politics, is central to understanding human rights in an
authoritarian state such as Thailand.

From Sitthi to Human Rights
A particular challenge when approaching human rights history is the normative
content and seemingly ubiquitous idea of human rights.31 The challenge includes
asking where and when a genealogy of human rights should begin, and how to
navigate the influences between national, international, and transnational
contexts.32 In the past two decades, more and more international scholarly
attention has been turned towards transnational human rights history.33
Haberkorn shows how Thailand is a case confirming what has been identified by
Samuel Moyn among others: that in the late 1970s, local and international
advocacy groups started to call on human rights on an unprecedented scale.34
Much of this turn in the meaning and usages of human rights was due to changes
in US foreign policies at the end of the war in Vietnam, but also the emergence
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of advocacy groups such as Amnesty International.35 This period is the focus of
chapter 1.
Thai public intellectuals and human rights advocates have mainly been concerned
with tracing roots in Buddhist philosophy and to argue that human rights should
not be dismissed as a Western imposition.36 This perspective can be understood
as part of a general discourse of Thai identity and cultural particularism,
foregrounding a Buddhist cosmical order in which justice and social hierarchies
are determined by karma.37
A different approach has been offered by historian Thanet Aphornsuvan, writing
about both the history of the concept of rights (sitthi) and the relationship
between constitutional rights and Thai “state order.”38 Thanet traces how
concepts such as rights (sitthi), freedom (seriphap/thai), and liberty (itsaraphap) in
the mid to late 19th century were shaped by modernizing processes and in relation
to colonizing forces and the abolishment of slavery and corvée labour in Siam.
Freedom, in that context, came to define the essence of being Thai, but also
belonging to the sovereign Thai nation.39 In correlation, rights (sitthi) were a
prerogative of the king as a ruler over his subjects.
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It is during the absolute monarchy that the concept of national citizenship begins
to take form in Siam. The defining features of this new political unity were
debated among the elite and changed over the course of the different reigns.
Kullada Kesbonchoo-Mead argues that Rama IV, King Mongkut (1851-1868)
introduced concepts such as freedom of religion, private ownership and the idea
of rights as a way to strengthen the king’s own role against the nobility that he
was indebted to for putting him on the throne.40
During the reigns of Rama V, King Chulalongkorn (1868-1910), and Rama VI,
King Vajiravudh (1910-1925), modernisation and bureaucratisation of the
Siamese state accelerated. In the reign of Chulalongkorn, the notion of citizen
(ponlamuang) and citizen duty emerged to primarily serve as a basis for tax
revenue, but the citizen also had the duty to behave morally, with loyalty to the
king and in accordance with Buddhist values.41 The subjects of the king were
defined as a political community belonging to a nation under the rule of an
absolute king.42
The administration of the modern absolutist state, with centralised economic,
legislative and executive power, required a high number of educated bureaucrats
and new schools became a means for higher-ranking officials to build networks as
opposition to the power of the king.43 The new bureaucratic class was important
for the shaping of the modern Thai nation-state and ideas about citizenship and
national belonging as something different than loyalty to the absolutist king.
When King Vajiravudh ascended the throne in 1910, he faced several challenges
to the absolutist rule: the forces of colonialism, economic recession, global
movements for reform and revolution that spread to Siam from China and
Europe, and a growing public sphere debating politics and the absolute
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monarchy.44 In the printed press, intellectuals and journalists could publicly
scrutinise the monarchy in an unprecedented manner. Though the king
participated in the public debate to defend his own rule, he also introduced harsh
press laws and, in 1923, the first lèse-majesté law in attempts to strengthen his
own supremacy.45 National unity under King Vajiravudh equalled loyalty to the
trinity of monarchy, religion (Buddhism), and nation. The king was continuously
“lord of the lands” and the Thai people servants “at his feet.”46
The absolute monarchy was ended on 24 June 1932 through an armed uprising
against Rama VII, King Prajadhipok (1925-1935).47 The revolution that resulted
in a compromised constitutional monarchy was led by a group of civil servants
and military officials organized as the People’s Party [khana ratsadorn]. The
People’s Party transformed the concept of sitthi to encompass “all persons” in the
kingdom of Siam in the first constitution (1932). It was declared that the “Siamese
people of whatever race or religion” were equally protected by the constitution
and from them emanated the sovereign power.48 Four articles based on the party
programme stated the rights and duties of the Siamese, covering rights to
personhood, property rights, political rights and freedoms, freedom of religion,
but also the right to education and vocation.49 Though these provisions in the
constitution were not articulated as human rights, they mark a change in the
thinking of rights and freedoms as entitlements of the people. However, Thanet
draws attention to the fact that only in the 1980s was the definition of the word
sitthi in the Royal Institute’s dictionary revised from meaning “sovereign power”
and “success” to include the exercise of legal rights. While Thanet describes this
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as an “extension downwards of sovereign privilege,”50 the point here is to recognise
the political and historical conditions under which sitthi as “privilege” of a
sovereign or “entitlements” of citizens could also mean rights.
Since 1932, Thailand has had twenty constitutions, most coming into being after
a military coup d’état. The constitutions have not always stated citizen rights and
military juntas have both suspended and created constitutions to make legal
exceptions for state violence.51 A constitutional provision of rights would however
not by necessity offer more protection. The constitution of 1978, which was in
effect until 1991, contained both a chapter on rights and liberties of all persons as
well as an article stating that all extrajudicial orders that had been made under
special articles of previous military constitutions continued to be in force.52 The
Thaksin regime could commit transgressions despite the constitution of 1997,
which for the first time declared human rights (sitthi manutsayachon) rather than
rights of persons (bohkun) as well as human dignity. The Thaksin government
drew criticism from the human rights community for forced disappearances; the
“war on drugs” killing nearly three thousand in 2003; or the notable case of the 8
men who were shot dead and the 78 who died in military custody after having
deferred a martial law decree in Tak Bai in October 2004.53
Article 44 of the 2014 temporary constitution allowed the unelected prime
minister of a military government to give extrajudicial orders that directly
circumscribed political rights and freedoms.54 A referendum in August 2016, held
during continuous military rule, passed a revised version of the constitution.
However, in October 2016, the constitutional Rama IX, King Bhumibol (19462016) passed away and was succeeded on the throne by his son, Rama X, King
Vajiralongkorn. The new king demanded changes in the constitution that granted
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himself more powers. The constitution, eventually promulgated in April 2017,
guaranteed the military’s dominating influence in the upper house of parliament–
also after general elections.55
This should not be read as an essentialising note on the development of the ideas
of freedom and rights in Thailand, but rather a display of how the development
of these concepts in Thailand, as elsewhere, are tied to political changes. The
constitutional history reflects the political struggles in Thailand and the human
rights dimensions of those struggles, reflecting the attempts to make citizen rights
and later human rights part of the definition of the political subject. It also points
at the difficulty in tracing a history of “rights” and of “human rights,” as a
coherent concept, idea, and practice. Because of this difficulty, I found it necessary
to carry out an empirical study that pays attention to discursive changes in relation
to the larger historical processes (chapter 1).
In the next section, building on previous studies of photography and power in
Thailand, I link public photographic practices from the absolute to the
constitutional monarchy with the public framing of a subject of human rights in
Thailand.

Visual Power and Violence
The development of photography is parallel with the development of the modern
Thai nation-state. Photography, as a technique and practice, both expanded the
vision of the state and the visualization of its subjects and the sovereign and,
through the development of photography, it was possible to visualize the end of
the absolute monarchy state but also the beginning of a royalist-nationalist public
discourse.56 In the late 19th and early 20th century, the photographic technique
served a new regime of scientific knowledge about the Siamese kingdom: its
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landscapes and topography, nature and dwellings, and not least its subjects.
Expeditions from Bangkok recorded the looks and customs of the people living
in villages, forests, and mountains – classifying and differentiating them on a
civilisational scale.57
When King Mongkut let himself be portrayed in daguerreotype in 1855, he broke
the pre-existing taboo of visualizing and seeing the king just like any other mortal
body.58 Though the camera would later serve democratising practices, in the mid
19th century it was a rare and expensive commodity. The king dictated the
conditions for the royal photographs to “retain his monarchy, his central position
in space and time, as well as his edge over mere mortals, the royal privilege over
other classes.”59 The mechanical reproducibility that photography made possible
was also turned into an asset by the absolute monarchy. Disseminating his portrait
over the country – where it was worshipped next to Buddha statues, in homes and
provincial offices – the king not only let the people see him, but asserted his
presence in their lives.60 Vajiravudh posed himself as a human embodiment of
Buddhist virtues which also legitimised his rule, and the spread of the royal
photograph across the nation was part of a strengthening of the image of the king,
as a national symbol and as a semi-religious icon.61
Despite the diminished political role of King Prajadhipok, the cultural legitimacy
of the monarchy was efficiently used in the promulgation of the first permanent
constitution in December 1932. King Prajadhipok was seen seated on the throne,
higher up than everyone else as custom demanded, handing down the constitution
in its physical form to a representative of the People’s Party as a visualization of
the king “bestowing” the constitution on the people.62 A few years later the king
abdicated and in 1939 the then military government issued a ban on public
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displays of his image.63 It was only in the late 1950s and during the reign of King
Bhumibol (1946-2016) that the image of the king regained a status comparative
to the height of the absolute monarchy.
Several studies on visual power in Thailand take as their theoretical point of
departure Clifford Geertz’s conceptualisation of the “theatre state” where the
performance of power lends cosmological legitimacy to the ruler.64 These studies
are particularly concerned with understanding various forms of power in the
modern Thai nation-state, and the social, cultural, political sources of power –
expressed in the Thai language as executive authority (amnat), spiritual power
(saksit), and charismatic power (barami). The arrival of photography marks an
ontological shift in perception and possible technical and cultural representations
from the absolute monarchy to the emergence of a public sphere.65
In the development of Bhumibol’s authority, spiritual and charismatic power was
intimately linked to the militarisation of the Thai state and the uses of mass media
during his reign.66 By revitalizing Brahmanical discourse and rituals in
combination with Buddhist ideals of benevolent rule, Bhumibol was construed as
a “virtually divine” king (devaraja) in an unbroken royal linage of great kings.67
This “reincarnation” of the pre-modern “king-god” was different from the era of
absolute kings as it was dependent on the public gaze for popularity and
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legitimacy.68 While photography forged the people’s relationship to the image of
King Bhumibol, it did not alter the power-relationship between king and subjects:
Where once the king’s power entailed his secrecy, his withdrawal from commoners’
eyes, he is now the most visible of all Thai citizens, and indeed he is often pictured
on his walking tours of the nation with a camera around his neck. However, the
photographic circulation of the king should not be confused with a simple coming
into immediate sight, or a pure revelation. He is no more immediately accessible
to “the people” now than he was a hundred years ago, when commoners could
only approach his dignified body from the perspective of his foot’s sole.69

It remains to be seen what conclusions on images and divine-royal power in the
public can be drawn from the reign of King Vajiralongkorn (2016-).
The theory emanating from studies of visual power in Thai society has put at the
fore the question of truth in relation to image. Jackson stresses the supremacy of
surface and appearance in Thailand and the exercise of power through
performance and ritual. What Jackson calls the “Thai regime of images” entails a
“disparity between public image and private truth.”70 Morris has similarly
underscored the “difference between truth and appearance,” in Thai imagery,
while also acknowledging that power of images in Thailand is expressed through
contestations over truth in imagery.71 Clare Veal, arguing against Jackson, states
that not only is “the notion of photographic ‘truth’ […] central to the medium’s
ideological power in a Thai context,” but that photo journalism opened up a space
for dissenting truths and visions of Thainess as opposed to a “moral-royalistnationalist” discourse that dominates Thai publicness.72
My interest here is the function of truth in the publicness of violence in Thailand.
When approaching photography as images, the question is what truths are framed
within a photograph and what truths are not indexical or denoted (see chapters 2
and 3). In studies of capitalism, power and images in Thailand, Morris argues that
the consumption of violent photographs can be a politically mobilizing force.73
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Alan Klima sees in the publicness of violent images in Thailand how forces of
religion, capitalism and politics come together.74 While I am building on previous
scholarly engagement with photographs of political violence in Thailand, I argue
that the contestations over the meaning of photography are central to the political
potential of photography. Meaning is constructed through the making,
preservation and dissemination of photographs, and conditioned by economic,
political, social and historical factors.
The publicness of violence is constituent to the exercise of power in the Thai state,
regulating unequal political relationships (article III).75 The publicness also opens
up a space for contesting the framing of victims of violence. Beyond what is seen
in the photographic frame, there is a history of the struggles that preceded the
physical violence and of the struggles that follow. Perpetrators might not be
identifiable through the photograph but the photography is embedded in a
structure of violence. The question then is how engagement with photography
can frame the struggles of the victims of violence as dissensus politics and make
them appear as subjects of human rights in Thailand.

The Disposition of the Thesis
In addition to this introduction, the thesis consists of three chapters and an
appendix with four original articles.
The first chapter places the study within human rights historiography in
Thailand, as a backdrop to the engagement with photography that is the main
focus of this thesis. Through a close reading of source materials produced by
human rights groups and international solidarity groups, I trace a changing
discourse of human rights in Thailand from the 1970s anti-imperialist, antimilitarist, emancipatory rhetoric to a contemporary political language mainly
concerned with individual redress for state violence and impunity. I show that the
two events 14 October 1973 and 6 October 1976 are important to this study for
the position they have been afforded as symbols of struggle against authoritarian
rule, for the unpreceded publicness of state and para-state violence and impunity,
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and as the beginning of a local human rights movement. The massacre at
Thammasat University on 6 October 1976 appears as the crescendo of a decadelong struggle between a violent repressive military regime and liberal, democratic,
socialist, and communist forces. In hindsight, 6 October 1976 was a watershed
moment for a political discourse of human rights in Thailand.
In Chapter 2, I describe the source material, outline the methods used for
collecting and analysing it, and discuss ethical approaches to the source material
and my own analysis and writing. The content of the source materials, and the at
times contentious context of their making and preservation, require a careful
consideration in every step of research: I reflect on how an ethics of looking can
be applied, and how ethics should inform choices for disseminating the knowledge
I produce through my own research. I also describe the analytical method and the
theoretical stance on photography that is fundamental to this thesis.
Chapter 3 is the final chapter before the four original articles, and here I present
a critical analysis of photography as a possible representation of human rights
violations and human rights issues. I call into question assumptions about intent
and meaning, and argue against the idea of a moral distance between the
photographed and the spectator of photographs. Further, I turn attention to the
construction of archives as interventions in ongoing contestation over history and
memory of past events. This chapter adds findings in particular to article III and
IV of the thesis.





1. Thailand and Human Rights
Histories

In this chapter I start by giving an overview of human rights history in Thailand
as a context to the analysis of photography that is the main focus of my study. By
placing human rights within a political context, the emphasis is on the historical
contingency and contestations that have shaped the very notion of human rights.76
The development of human rights in Thailand cannot be studied solely within
the national context but must be understood as part of a global phenomenon. I
build here on Tyrell Haberkorn’s contribution that positions human rights in
modern Thailand within a global history, from the international arena to local
advocacy groups.77 Through a close reading of pamphlets, bulletins, and other
materials printed and disseminated abroad during the 1970s, I show that an
international solidarity movement for human rights and against US imperialism
was important for the shaping of human rights in Thailand, and how resistance
against Thai authoritarian rule began to be framed as human rights issues.
The solidarity material shows that human rights was a language bridging an antiimperialist struggle and a struggle for individual redress for victims of the
authoritarian Thai regimes. In line with thinking about human rights as dissensus
politics, I adopt David Featherstone’s definition of solidarity as “a relation forged
through political struggle which seeks to challenge forms of oppression,” and that
“solidarities are constructed through uneven power relations and geographies.”78
Most relevant for this study is the observation that solidarities “can be part of the
process of politicization,” and that the “forging of links in opposition to common
enemies […] can open up new political terrains and possibilities [that] allows new
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conceptions of political subjects and actors to emerge.”79 The international
solidarity movement helps in understanding the global context and contingencies
for the articulation of human rights in Thailand in the 1970s. It is also important
for how the struggle against authoritarian military rule in Thailand was
understood by global movements – particularly the political left – and how it was,
or was not, expressed with human rights language.
The findings underscore the importance of trans-national archival work and going
beyond a national context for human rights histories.80 Changes in US foreign
policy, local economic and social development, counter-insurgency and violent
nationalism all played a part in shaping human rights advocacy and politics in
Thailand from the late 1970s to the late 1990s. This discursive change coincided
with the demise of the communist movement in Thailand and a global turn
towards neoliberalism.

Cold War Authoritarianism and Mass Social
Movements
The changing usages and meaning of the term human rights in Thailand are
closely tied to global history, not least to developments in US foreign policy. This
is reflected in how human rights language was used by the authoritarian regimes
during the rise of communism in Indochina, and later, in the 1970s, in the
popular turn towards human rights as an avenue in the struggle against
authoritarian military rule.
In the Global South, Thailand stands out as it was not formally colonized and
could act as a sovereign state, joining the UN in 1946 and being a signatory party
to the UDHR in 1948. At the same time, the Thai state showed similar patterns
of nationalism and authoritarianism as its decolonized neighbours in the 1950s
and 1960s. This dual role is perhaps highlighted by the Thai delegate Prince
Wan’s appearance at the Asian-African Conference in Bandung in 1955, where
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the prince spoke for the universal principles of human rights.81 The Bandung
Conference, Roland Burke argues, was pivotal for the decolonizing states and
underscored the close relation between decolonization, sovereignty and the
development of human rights.82 Decolonization shows how the ideas of state
sovereignty and self-determination “emerged in tandem and in political tension”
with the idea of equality between individuals.83 Here it is important to remember
that Thailand was an independent state in a de-colonizing region at the beginning
of the cold war.
The Thai state, ruled by military juntas from 1932-39 and 1947-1973,
participated dutifully in the 1950s’ incipient human rights regime. Haberkorn
notes that the Thai government was “providing commentary to the relevant
drafting committees of UN human rights instruments, and contributing to the
annual UN Human Rights Yearbook.”84 The Thai state spoke the language of
human rights towards the international community and was at least during the
1950s spreading information about the UDHR domestically, although implying
that human rights was a means against communism.85 During the military
dictatorship of Phibun Songkhram (1938-1944, 1948-1957), Thai identity
became analogous to national security, condemning dissenting political activity,
notably communism, as un-Thai or anti-Thai. To fight communism was thus not
fighting only an ideology but also to fight for the survival of the Thai nation.86
After the Second World War, the US began supporting the Thai military
government as part of the war against communism in decolonized Indochina. The
ties to the US were detrimental to the political developments during the military
regimes from 1947 until the 14 October 1973 uprising and the 6 October 1976
massacre – two events that are central to this study of photography. In the 1960s,
the US presence in Thailand grew significantly with military troops and
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development aid for counter-insurgency, especially in the Northeast.87 In the socalled “Vietnam Era,” 1965-1976, Thailand was geographically strategic for the
US efforts in Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam, harbouring more than 750 US
aircraft that used Thai air force bases to launch attacks on the neighbouring
countries.88
Under the authoritarian rule of Sarit Thanarat (1958–1963), the Thai military
became an increasingly important institution, expanding also economically by
overtaking state enterprises and engaging in commercial businesses.89 At the same
time, the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT) grew stronger, and in mid-1965
it officially began its Maoist insurgency.90 Repression against alleged communism
increased during the rule of Sarit and his predecessor Thanom Kittikachorn
(1963–1973) who both used special provisions in the constitution to create a
space for extrajudicial violence.91
The military regimes of the 1950s and 1960s interpreted human rights through
an authoritarian culture, with emphasis put on the duties of the people towards
upholding national security and unity rather than on individual or collective
rights. On the military regimes’ early engagement with human rights, Haberkorn
concludes that:
Rather than a tool used to challenge dictatorship, the language of human rights
was one that dictators could speak fluently without having to alter their repressive
actions.92
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In the 1960s, large-scale economic changes were driven by changing agricultural
production, increased industrialisation, and the US investments.93 These
economic changes became pushing factors for social changes and political
opportunities in the 1970s, and contributed to increased political engagement
among farmers, workers and a new urban middle class, in spite of authoritarian
military rule. During the 1960s secondary and tertiary education expanded
greatly, contributing to a generation with more access to economic and social
opportunities than their parents had. Alongside new universities in Bangkok and
around the country, numerous vocational, technical, and commercial colleges
opened.94
The students had been arranging protests with nationalist pretexts during the
1960s: against the International Court of Justice ruling in favour of Cambodia in
the case of the temple Preah Vihear on the border with Thailand and, together
with workers, against Japanese capitalist influence in Thailand.95 In December
1969, the students formed the National Student Council of Thailand (NSCT),
at a time when they were increasingly turning their political awareness against the
state but also against US military presence in Thailand.
Elections were called in 1969 and won by the already ruling military clique, the
three generals Thanom Kittikachorn, Praphas Charusatien and Narong
Kittikachorn (1963-1973). When the junta overthrew its own elected parliament
in November 1971, imposing a new constitution and martial law, social
movements were ignited to strengthen mobilization against the dictatorship. The
NSCT became the coordinator of protests against the government.96 In October
1973, a campaign for the promulgation of a more democratic constitution that
would promote civil liberties began with small protests and the distribution of
leaflets in public. Between 6 and 9 October 1973, thirteen activists – students,
university lecturers, a journalist and a former member of parliament – were
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arrested, accused of violating the martial law decree that banned gatherings of
more than five people and of communist activity. 97
The arrests pushed the campaign into a new phase of mass movement
mobilization. On 12 October, tens of thousands congregated on the Thammasat
University campus in Bangkok old town and the National Student Council of
Thailand (NSCT) demanded the unconditional release of the thirteen within 24
hours.98 On 13 October, more than 400 000 people marched along the Royal
Avenue leading from the university to the Democracy monument. News floated
that the demands would be met but the students did not trust the government.
At midnight, a large group therefore walked to the Chitralada royal palace to ask
for an audience with King Bhumibol. Early in the morning, a palace representative
told the students that the king advised them to accept the promise made by the
government and disperse in peace.99 The crowd was ushered away from the palace
by the police, and at some point, violence broke out.
In clashes with the authorities on 14 and 15 October 1973, almost a thousand
persons were injured and seventy-seven were officially reported dead. According
to the main narrative, the violence ended when the king ordered the three generals
to leave Thailand. The protestors, who swore their cause for the nation and their
allegiance to the monarchy, gained support from the general public as “heroes”
and the day 14 October 1973 is remembered as a milestone for democracy in
official national history (fig. 1 and 2). This narrative is represented in the
photographic reproduction I analyse in article IV.
The main cause of the demonstrations in 1973 had been justice and democracy
and although the workers’ and farmers’ struggles were not new, they found more
support in the new political space following October 1973. Prajak Kongkirati
interprets it as “the struggle went beyond political rights.”100 A similar account is
given by Haberkorn, writing about how by 1974, the landless and tenant farmers’
protests “confirmed [the farmers’] irrefutable status as political, and politicized,
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public actors.”101 The farmers’ formally protested land rent laws, but the struggle
had wider political implications, just as the demonstrations in 1973 were not only
about constitutional democracy but about reimaging the political space and the
political subjects of the Thai state.
The students saw as their duty to support and help give voice to the grievances
expressed by workers and farmers, and although human rights was not the
dominant framework for the early 1970s’ political and social movements, the turn
towards a universal human rights language in the late 1970s can partly be found
in this alliance of students, workers, and farmers. In the next section I will look
closer at the first human rights groups in Thailand using the language of universal
human rights as a political tool.
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Political Violence and the First Human Rights Groups
In the new constitution that was promulgated in 1974, a chapter on rights and
liberties was included, something that had been missing from the constitutions
since 1959. Interestingly, the constitution also included a general paragraph
stating that no amnesty would be given to those who had seized state power by
overthrowing the Monarchy or the constitution – a clear enough signal to do away
with previous military regimes and impunity for coup d’états.102
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The years that followed the 14 October 1973 uprising turned out to be a failed
trial period for institutionalisation of democracy and rule of law. State actors and
vigilante groups persecuted people deemed threats to the nation and the societal
order. Farmers, labour unionists, and alleged communists had been targets of
forced disappearances, torture, and arbitrary executions for decades, but after
1973 the violence increased and became more open.103 Most of this violence
happened far away from the central powers in Bangkok. As student activists from
the city travelled around the country to propagate democracy, they were made
aware of instances of state oppression and violence. Although cases of atrocious
violence – such as the burning alive of alleged communists in oil drums – were
brought to the public’s attention by the student activists, the authorities evaded
accountability.104
At the same time, in the year following the uprising, democratic practices and
open politics were a reality.105 By the time of the general election in January 1975,
there were more political parties than ever before contending for Parliament and
Thailand’s first coalition government was established. There was a strong trend
towards socialism, with three major socialist parties winning seats.106 The
conservative and royalist Democrat Party (founded 1946), which under the
leadership of Seni Pramoj proposed “mild socialism,” was supported by both the
liberal and socialist parties to form government.107 The second largest party was
the newly founded conservative royalist Social Justice Party (1973-1976), with
strong ties to the former military rule. This party, together with nationalist parties
formed the opposition to Seni’s government.108 After only one month as prime
minister, the opposition won a no-confidence vote against Seni, following a
proposal to withdraw US troops. The lower house elected Kukrit Pramoj, leader
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of the liberal Social Action Party, and younger brother of Seni, as prime minister
of a coalition government on 14 March 1975.109
The military no longer held direct political power but it had not lost its profound
influence on politics. The coalition government was unstable, and when the
conservative Democrats formed an alliance with the left-wing parties the Socialist
Party, New Force, and Socialist Front, a faction of the military put ultimatums
on prime minister Kukrit.110 Pressured from all sides, Kukrit dissolved the
government in January 1976 and called for new elections in April. No party was
able to win a majority and hence the Democrat Party formed a coalition with the
far-right wing Thai Nation Party (Chart Thai), a party “formed by military
generals and provincial oligarchs.”111 The armed forces and conservative
politicians and business owners began to organize right-wing groups on the fringes
of the police and army forces.112 Prajak, writing extensively on electoral violence
in Thailand, concludes that:
Unlike the elections in previous authoritarian settings, electoral competitions in
1975 and 1976 were unruly and full of bloodshed. State security agencies and
right-wing activists resorted to violence to attack left-wing candidates and their
supporters. Electoral violence was, in essence, part of the establishment’s larger
violent campaign to eradicate the left-wing movements.113

The rising tensions in Thai society and the perceived communist threat cannot be
understood in isolation from the US withdrawal from Indochina in early 1975,
the Khmer Rouge taking over Cambodia in April 1975, and the Pathet Lao
overthrowing the Lao Monarchy in December 1975. The French Indochina war
that started in 1946 had pushed many tens of thousands of Vietnamese into
Thailand where they were initially well received. After field marshal Phibun
Songkram’s coup in 1947 and his subsequent alignment with the US in the early
cold war era, Thai authorities began targeting Vietnamese refugees as communist
threats. Thailand had repatriated more than forty thousand refugees to the
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Democratic Republic of Vietnam before the US intervention began. In the years
1974-1976 Vietnamese refugees became targets of overt violence, and after the
military coup in October 1976, the Vietnamese communist threat continued to
be a raison d’état for repression.114
The student movement that in 1973 had gained some political leverage, showing
their loyalty to the monarchy and nation, was by 1976 seen more as left-wing
radicals. The student movement was accused of being infiltrated by both the
Chinese-backed CPT and Vietnamese communists. A discourse of the students as
threats to national harmony and as threats to the monarchy served to rally against
them on 6 October 1976.
In August and September 1976, the military leaders of the regime who had been
ousted in 1973 returned from exile. Protesters who warned about a return to
dictatorship were supressed in an atrocious raid at Thammasat University on the
morning of 6 October 1976. Civilians organized in vigilante groups took it upon
themselves to protect nation and monarchy and participated side by side with the
Border Patrol Police in the murderous acts. The protestors, most of whom were
students, were tortured, raped, shot, burned in the streets or hanged in the
tamarind trees surrounding the royal turf, Sanam Luang, outside the university
grounds. In the evening press the very same day, news and photographs of the
violence were published and despite the imposing of a national censorship,
gruesome images were spread around the world (among the most disseminated
are fig.3, fig.7). Official numbers recognised 46 dead, 180 missing and 3,059
arrested protestors. While most of the detained were released within months, 18
activists were held in jail for two years through a slowly proceeding trial that
eventually ended with a general amnesty.115 No state agent was held accountable,
just as no one had been charged for the extra judicial killings and forced
disappearances that took place between 14 October 1973 and 6 October 1976.
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After the massacre and return to military rule with increased political repression,
a local human rights movement took form. The primary sources I use reinforce
the connection between these human rights groups and an international solidarity
movement. As in many other countries by the late 1970s, a solidarity movement
forged networks between religious groups, the left, and human rights advocacy
groups globally. These groups wrote bulletins and organized political campaigns
in solidarity with places like Chile and Argentina where military juntas had
overthrown governments, against apartheid in South Africa and against the US
war in Vietnam.116
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A new tool for the social movements in Thailand was to write and circulate human
rights reports. These focused on the conditions and legal rights of political
prisoners and the arbitrariness of orders issued by the new military regime. Reports
included the situation for refugees coming from former Indochina – a
continuation of critique against the US war in the region, but also linked to the
Thai state’s persecution of communists.
Thailand’s first national human rights group was most likely the Union for Civil
Liberty (UCL), formed in November 1973 in the wake of the October uprising
by lecturers at Chulalongkorn University.117 The UCL campaigned against the
military junta’s special orders violating human rights, called for political amnesty
as well as defended people accused of communist activity.118 The repression
following 6 October 1976 and the coup forced UCL to stop its activities but the
organization was later revived and continued monitoring human rights in the
1980s.119 Many of the UCL activists joined the Coordinating Group for Religion
in Society (CGRS), formed in March 1976 by Buddhist monks and laymen
carrying out solidarity work with political prisoners, who joined together with
Catholic and Protestant leaders. The group visited prisons, assisted in contacts
with lawyers and families and collected information about the conditions for
political prisoners and other prisoners of conscience.120 The first “Human Rights
in Thailand Report” by the CGRS covered December 1976-March 1977. In the
report, the group refers to “the inherent dignity of man” and rights as “equal and
inalienable,” to call for rule of law in their appeals to the government for the case
of the political prisoners.121 Appealing to the Thai state as a signatory party to the
UDHR, the CGRS writes:
Human rights should be protected by the rule of law. Whereas disregard and
contempt for human rights may result in barbarous acts which outrage the
conscience of mankind, the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy
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freedom of speech and beliefs and freedom from fear has been proclaimed as the
highest aspiration of all people throughout the world.122

The possibility of raising human rights issues in Thailand was undoubtedly linked
to the US experience of the war in Vietnam and the altered international politics
under president Jimmy Carter.123 The very first annual human rights reports
submitted to Congress by the US Department of State covered 1976–1977, and
evaluated observance of human rights and freedoms against the Thai state’s
administrative practices and the constitution.124 The report by the US
Department of State relied heavily on information provided by the International
Commission of Jurists (ICJ), one of the first international organizations writing
about human rights and the rule of law in Thailand (the first report appeared in
1957). The ICJ’s country report on Thailand in December 1977 focused on the
lack of rule of law, the extensive rule of exception known as Order 22, and the
case against the eighteen detained after the 6 October massacre. While the ICJ
acknowledged that the ruling junta was using allegations of communism
arbitrarily, they also described the on-going communist insurgency as a real threat
to state security.125
The importance of 1976-1977 for the advancement of a grass-roots human rights
movement in Thailand is reflected in the lengthy report by Amnesty International
in 1977, relying largely on the work by the local CGRS.126 Prior to 1976, the early
reports of Amnesty International only mentioned the Thai state’s treatment of
refugees and a few political prisoners.127 The 1977 report repeats what is known
through other sources, and in addition it points out the connection to the refugee
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issue, mentioning cases of violence exercised by the state and right-wing groups
towards refugees from former Indochina.128
The human rights movement drew support from a broader social movement that
placed Thailand in the international political context of US imperialism. For
instance, the information that the CGRS generated was also disseminated in
newsletters by solidarity groups around the world.129 These were Thai students
abroad and Thais in political exile together with people, generally students, in
their host countries – such as the US, UK, France, Germany, Sweden, Australia,
New Zealand, Hong Kong and Japan. The solidarity material presents human
rights as a political tool against the authoritarian state and as a means to ending
imperialism.

Human Rights as an Anti-imperialist Language
The international solidarity movement used an anti-US imperialist language
which fitted perfectly the critique of the Thai authoritarian regimes that had
served US intervention in the South-East Asian region. After the 6 October
massacre, human rights became clearly intertwined with the overarching critique
of military regimes in Thailand.
A notable example of groups abroad that wrote about Thailand as a human rights
cause was the Union for Democratic Thais (UDT) based in Los Angles, US.
Founded in October 1976, their purpose was to give support to the political
prisoners, to stop CIA activity and US government military aid to and support of
the Thai government, and to support the Thai people’s struggle for democracy
and human rights.130 They used the human rights language in a way that asserted
its place in the political conflict, writing that “the dictatorship government of
Thailand has violated the universal declaration of human rights,” and stating that
the 6 October 1976 coup “has ended our people’s hopes for democracy and basic
human rights.”131 Considering Thailand as being the second largest receiver of
military aid from the US, the UDT argued with anti-imperialist rhetoric that “the
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defeat of US imperialism […] must be done with all the anti-imperialist forces
around the world. In solidarity and friendship[…].”132 Similarly, the French
bulletin Thai d’Information, argues that 6 October was not an “événement local”,
but only made possible by the support of Western state powers.133
Even though the solidarity groups published many of the same texts, the bulletins
differed from each other on a political scale from liberal democracy to
communism. In publications by international student associations, there is
optimism in the lessons learned and the continuous organizing of students for
democracy. The student association at Victoria University of Wellington writes
in March 1977 in their periodical that “The Thai student movement would grow
amidst the stormy times. Bloody oppressions only signify the deterioration of the
ruling elite and the ever-increasing strength of the people's movement.”134
In Sweden, a socialist bulletin for solidarity with Thailand had been published
since at least 1970. The first two issues in 1970 are by the “Thai Study Group”
and printed in English, but for the third issue the same year they changed the
language to Swedish and the group name to “The Working Group for Support of
the Thai Patriotic Front” (Arbetsgruppen för stöd till Thailands Patriotiska
Front). In 1977, they again changed the name to THAIS, an acronym for Thai
Association in Scandinavia (in English). The Swedish bulletin, both prior to
1973-76 and following the 6 October 1976 event, has a very strong focus on the
insurgency led by the CPT and the Patriotic Front. The Swedish solidarity
bulletins in 1977-1978, while sharing the global calls for the political prisoners,
do not use the language of human rights but talk instead about the importance of
armed struggle for national sovereignty and the people’s liberation. They express
optimism towards a radicalized struggle following the coup in October 1976, with
more people joining the communist insurgency. It is worth noting that Thailand
did not have a strong presence in the Swedish left-wing movement and after the
6 October 1976 massacre and coup both the left-wing press and the national press
in general, failed to address the scope and implications of the event.
In spite or because of the massacre and the repression that followed, CPT was a
viable option for survivors in the struggle against authoritarian rule. In 1977 it is
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estimated that the communist insurgency armed forces grew from eight or nine
thousand to twelve thousand, as the clashes with state forces increased. The CPT
did not explicitly use the concept human rights, but they referred to principles of
rights and freedoms in their attacks on the Thai state. Establishing links to
international advocacy groups was part of the CPT’s “united front” strategy.135
As an example, in their revised party programme after the October 1976 massacre
and coup, the CPT writes against capitalism, feudalism and imperialism, but also
for equal rights for men and women, and for all “various nationalities” in
Thailand.136
There is a tension between the human rights rhetoric and the violent struggle that
comes to light in the pamphlets and bulletins after 1976. The Thai government
under Prime Minister Thanin Kraivichien (1976-1977) is consistently referred to
as fascist in all languages, including Thai. A group calling themselves the Union
for Human Rights of Thailand (sahaphap phuea sitthi manutsayachon haeng prathet
thai) threatens the government that they will resort to violence if their demands
for human rights for the political prisoners after 6 October 1976 are not met.137
At the same time, pacifism and innocence are key to the appeals to human rights
principles made by solidarity groups writing in English. In the appeals for the
political prisoners, it is emphasised that the protests prior to 6 October 1976 were
ordinary and non-violent. The students themselves insisted on this narrative
against the military rulers’ accusations of their being armed and infiltrated by
Vietnamese communist forces. In a letter from the NSCT to the secretary general
of UN, Kurt Wallenheim, the NSCT emphasise that the military cracked down
on a constitutionally legal protest that was both peaceful and unarmed and that
most of the arrested were “children.”138 This pacifism is contrasted by rhetorical
attacks on the US military support in Thailand.
In the solidarity press, the individual cases against people arrested on and after 6
October 1976 were framed as part of a pattern in the Thai state’s judiciary. That
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pattern pointed the human rights movement to the bigger issue of unchecked and
unbalanced powers. The detentions of protestors drew attention to the political
conflict that the suppression of protests had aimed to silence. Such was the case
against the NSCT leader Sutham who was subjected to physical torture in the
Bang Kwang prison. The documentation states that he was beaten with a rubberclad iron rod and given electric shocks on his penis. Sutham wrote a poem in a
letter that was approved by the prison guards, but the poem was later used to
charge him with lèse-majesté, a case in point made in the solidarity call (fig. 3).139
The new military government after the coup had introduced a three-year
minimum sentence and increased the maximum punishment for lèse-majesté
from seven to fifteen years.140
Another case that was given special attention was that of Orisa, president of the
United Front of Vocational Students for the People, and the only vocational
student among the eighteen who stood trial following the arrests of protestors on
6 October 1976. Orisa, who had been in charge of security during the rallies, was
suffering from a severe gun wound to his chin and was denied medical treatment
for many months in prison. The appeals were made for adequate care but Orisa
also became a martyr symbol for the bigger struggle connecting the 6 October
massacre with the success of the demonstrations on 14 October 1973. After
writing about “the bravery of the vocational students in the great victory of the
political struggle of the Thai people against the fascist dictators Oct. 14, -73,” the
UDT goes on to describe how the vocational students had been infiltrated by the
CIA in order to break apart the vocational students from the NSCT to recruit
them to the right-wing nationalist vigilante group the “Red Gaurs.”
Notwithstanding the coercion, Orisa and other vocational students had stood
with the student movement against the military dictatorship.141
Despite the immediate state repression of political activism and of any publication
or statement deemed socialist or too liberal, the international solidarity movement
did not compromise in their political stance against the military regime, the US
support, and the international order that was blamed for holding the Thai people
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back. Student organizations around the globe appealed for political prisoners’
human rights while underlining the global struggle against imperialism and
human rights for the emancipation of all peoples. The solidarity bulletins mirror
the political tensions and the global environment in which human rights were
shaped in the late 1970s – making human rights violations the justifying critique
of the Western world’s interference in the global south and authoritarian states
like Thailand.
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The End of the Cold War and Towards a Democratic
Narrative
If universal human rights had been an international affair for the Thai state in the
1950s and 1960s, the violence in the 1970s turned them into a domestic issue.
1977 saw an increased movement for human rights, but human rights did not
replace more radical and emancipatory political visions. Rather, those visions were
part of the context in which human rights could enter political thought in
Thailand after the 6 October 1976 event. This context was a highly political
struggle about the future of Thailand, nearing the end of the cold war.
Back in 1974, at the same time as the struggle for radical social change was
ongoing, King Bhumibol had launched the “sufficiency economy” philosophy.
Founded in Buddhist morals as a model for raising farmers from poverty without
redistributing wealth, it conformed to both conservative and liberal politics and
posed no threat to authoritarian military rule. The king’s engagement in rural
development was to become a nationally unifying force in the battle against
communism. The CPT had been able to advance in the countryside where the
state was absent or merely acting through its military force. After the height of
communist insurgency in 1979, the CPT began to diminish due to both
international and national changes. When Vietnam intervened in Cambodia in
1979, the rift between Soviet and Chinese-backed communist movements spilled
over to Thailand. China, who continued supporting the Cambodian Khmer
Rouge with arms, withdrew its support for the CPT. In 1980, under prime
minister Prem Tinsulanonda (1980-1988), Thailand’s counter-insurgency
strategy turned to emphasise political and social development in order to meet the
identified but neglected needs of the rural population.142 Insurgents were offered
the opportunity to come back to society without repercussions, leading to
thousands of students returning to universities in the early 1980s. By the mid1980s the insurgency had officially ended.
Throughout the 1980s, human rights found a place within the growing numbers
of NGOs in Thailand. There is a gap in more general research on human rights
developments and movements during this period in Thailand, while much more
interest has been afforded to the 1990s in the wake of the new democracy
movement and the writing of the 1997 constitution. For example, Don Selby
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argues that human rights “emerged” in Thailand in the 1990s and that those who
had been political activists in the 1970s re-formulated their politics in the light of
the “new” framework of international human rights.143 Indeed, several of the
socialist activists in the 1970s became prominent public figures influential in
promoting human rights at both state and non-state level in the 1990s and early
2000s.144 There is no question that the 1990s is an important period in human
rights history, not least because by then human rights were increasingly
institutionalized around the world and thus also in Thailand. At the same time,
they were contested through the Asian values debate – manifested in the Bangkok
declaration on human rights, 1993.145 Still, Thailand followed the global trend,
ratifying several key human rights conventions. The National Human Rights
Commission of Thailand (NHRCT) was also modelled in accordance with the
Paris principles (1991), the Bangkok declaration and the Vienna declaration (both
in 1993).146 The NHRCT and other measures to institutionalize human rights
cannot be treated as a completely foreign import to Thailand, but the NHRCT
was also not a product of a distinct national development of the 1990s democracy
movement.147
My own study shows that the leap from the 1970s radical activist movement to
the 1990s human rights movement and institutionalisation is full of nuances
along a political spectrum of transnational movements. I would argue that, in the
light of the Thai state’s early engagement with the international human rights
regime in the 1950s and the popular engagement in the 1970s, the growing trend
of human rights in the 1990s is better regarded as a different form of both
conceptualizing and institutionalizing human rights in Thailand. In the 1970s,
human rights could still have been imagined as part of an emancipatory project of
the Thai left, but this changed in the 1980s. Thailand thus follows a global trend
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as argued by Samuel Moyn: The end of the cold war was also the triumph of
global neoliberalism and with that human rights ceased to be an operational
language for global social justice and equality. Human rights conformed to rather
than challenged economic and social inequalities.148 This still did not mean a
triumph for human rights in Thailand, as state practices under both democratic
and non-elected regimes through the first two decades of the second millennium
have shown.
The window of opportunity for human rights in Thailand was opened by a
particularly violent moment in history. The movement in the late 1970s
highlighted an emancipatory potential of human rights, by positioning Thai
people as subjects of human rights to make claims against the Thai state. At the
same time, the events in the 1970s turn attention to contestations over the notion
and meaning of the concept, and the possible depoliticization of human rights.
In this chapter I have shown how a human rights subject in Thailand was
constructed in the political context of a particular historical moment. From this
more general understanding of the historical and political conditions for human
rights, I will now move on to the study of engagement with photography within
a human rights discourse. In the next chapter I present the methodological and
ethical challenges of the photographical source material.
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2. Sources, Method, and
Methodology

In this chapter I describe my process for collecting source materials, the interplay
between that process and the development of the thesis, the shaping of the
research questions, the analytical framework and the methodology. The source
materials were collected over a period of five years and from several different places
including digital spaces. The divergent nature of the source materials –
newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, leaflets, books, exhibitions, monuments, and
museums – required me to constantly reflect on the role of photography. The
content of the photographs and the context of their making demanded careful
reflection of my own role in this study. Ethically grounded choices were made
throughout the process, from collecting to analysing and to disseminating my
knowledge. The ethical questions have to be raised in relation to the human rights
issues in the photography that I study, and with regard to using photography to
study human rights. Therefore, a discussion on ethics foregrounds this chapter.
Thereafter, I describe collecting source materials and the conclusions I’ve drawn
from that work. From that follows an outline of my analysis of the photographic
source materials. The analytical method is closely tied to an ontological and
theoretical approach to photography, and I argue for the fruitfulness of thinking
through Ariella Azoulay’s concept of “the event of photography.”149 I begin with
ethical questions concerning the photographic source material and the choices I
have made during my research.
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In Search for an Ethics of “Looking”
The choice of subject puts moral responsibility on me as a researcher. The material
in itself demands that ethical questions be raised, both about my choices and
about the ethics of engaging with photography of violence and suffering. Curiosity
might enthuse a researcher to find knowledge. However, gaining and
disseminating knowledge are two different things with which a researcher engages.
The sources – visual materials – make writing without looking impossible. And it
is difficult to support my interpretation if the evidence has to be seen, but cannot
or should not be shown. Ethical guidelines are required for my own looking (as
part of my research), for my writing about what I have seen, and for choosing
what to disseminate for others to look at.
One guiding principle has been to only include photographs that have already
been published and circulated. The conditions for this principle have changed
with digitalisation, which has made more photographs available over the course
of my thesis writing. The photographic series discussed in article III can be
experienced in its entirety online, where it has been expanded since the
publication of my article. The digital site Documentation of October 6
(doct6.com) collects photographs from multiple sources, and it has contributed
to reducing confusion over the previously existing photographic reproductions.
That a photograph has been published countless times does not alter the ethical
issues concerning further dissemination. First, the fact that there are photographs
in circulation draws attention to photographs that have not been disseminated:
the moments, people, and actions missing from known records. We have to ask
critical questions about what dictates what we can look at and where we focus our
gaze. We must take on the seemingly impossible task of considering non-existing
photographs and what that non-existence indicates. For a photograph to be made
and then preserved or disseminated, several factors have to be at work and these
are conditioned by economic, social, and political relations.150
Second, holders of copyrights are rarely stakeholders in the issues addressed by the
publications. Most photographs I have collected were originally published in the
daily press and/or sold by press agencies. There is intention behind editors’
publishing choices but editors and press photographers are themselves not subjects
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of the photographs – they are neither the victims nor the perpetrators of the
photographed event.
The caption is a first layer of interpretation that I have taken into account when
analysing the first publication moments, but they are neither the only nor the
“final” descriptions of what is seen in the photographs. I have chosen to translate
texts from photographic publications as these give context, but in cases where I
publish photographs provided by press companies, I have chosen not to publish
the captions they provide. Firstly, these are not the original captions but added in
the press companies’ cataloguing systems. Secondly, captions are not neutral: they
are categorizing and they inscribe photographs with signs that guide our looking.
The “news logic” that editors of the popular press follow is different from the logic
behind analytical research. That leads me to the third consideration. I argue that
photographs as well as the meaning of photographs, are shared property.
Photographs exist in social exchange, and after photographs enter circulation, they
become the responsibility of anyone engaging with them. Photographs move
between different contexts over time, making them useful for understanding
history and most importantly, the people who are subjects of history.
In my archival work I have come across publications and photographs I believe
have not been widely disseminated. These serve mostly as reference, but I have
chosen to publish some as illustrations of the material to show on what I base my
interpretations and conclusions. In many cases I do not name victims, or use only
first names or nicknames, even if the full name is known through other
publications and even if I sympathise with the intentions to restore personhood
through naming. This choice is founded on the fact that I am not a stakeholder
in the struggles in which the photographs are embedded. In article III, the naming
is a constituent part of the photographs, as is the case for some of the photographs
I have traced in article IV, so removing the name would alter the object of study.
My conclusion is that there is not one guiding principle that holds for all the
photographic source material, and more generally that a responsible engagement
with photography – particularly of other people’s suffering – requires
consideration also of the context of which one’s own engagement becomes a part.
An ethics of “looking” thus goes beyond my own encounter with a photograph.
Reflecting on what “regarding the pain of others” does to us, should do, and
cannot do, Susan Sontag writes that “[p]hotographs objectify: they turn an event
or a person into something that can be possessed.”151 To Sontag, the “regarding”
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is done from a distance (in time and space, mediated through photography), and
it allows us to be passive – to look without acting. In the ethical discussion, Sontag
challenges such a consumption of photographs of atrocities by turning the people
in the photographs from objects into subjects:
These dead are supremely uninterested in the living: in those who took their lives;
in witnesses – and in us. Why should they seek our gaze? What would they have
to say to us? ‘We’ – this ‘we’ is everyone who has never experienced anything like
what they went through – don’t understand. We don’t get it. We truly can’t
imagine what it was like.152

This is persuasive rhetoric, but it is a critique that is partly launched from the
same distance as Sontag’s “regarding.” Sontag assumes that the context for
circulation of photographs is distant, not just in time and space, but from the
people in the photographs. However, the distance in time – a pastness we cannot
change – might not be a distance in space. What happened then could have
happened here. And photographs of what happened then and there are tangible
here and now. Sontag’s ethical reflection is in essence an observation of a
particular reality, that is the instances of a passive consumption of photographs
through news or art. Susie Linfield asks what we should do with such an
observation:
Now we know that pictures of affliction can be easily ignored – or, even worse,
enjoyed. Now we know that photographs of suffering can be the start of human
connection – and the endpoint to deadly fantasies of revenge. Now we know the
fatal gaps that exist between seeing, caring, understanding, and acting.153

Linfield proposes that the crucial question is, how “we use images of cruelty.”
“Can [photographs] help us make meaning of the present and the past? If so, what
meanings do we make, and how do we act upon them?”154 I will discuss this
viewpoint further on in relation to a human rights discourse, but here I want to
return to the question of what a photograph is in a social exchange. Linfield
suggests it is something that can help make meaning, but again, it might not.
Photographs can be used, and I study the usage of photography – images which
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at times are of the type that Linfield finds ethically defensible. Yet, I am involved
in the phenomenon that I study. Following Azoulay’s reasoning: I am both
addressed by the photograph and I can “produce” and disseminate a meaning for
it.155 Michelle Caswell identifies this complex research position when writing
about the archive of mug shots from the Khmer Rouge S-21 (Toul Sleng) prison:
When we view these mug shots as records, that is, evidence of human activity, we
see them within their proper context. Viewing the mug shots as records first and
foremost forces us to connect them to the violation of human rights that occurred
in their creation and the performance of human rights that occurs in their use.156

In Caswell’s case, performance of human rights includes preservation for
remembering, for identification of victims, and as legal evidence to seek justice.157
Human rights function thus as an ethical justification.
I study human rights as a phenomenon, it is my object of study, and even if I am
sympathetic to a human rights cause, I cannot use it as my armour. What I am
doing when engaging with these photographs does not become an ethical act
through the label human rights alone. Though I am not passively regarding
violations, it remains a fact to me that this work emanates from someone else’s
struggle and suffering. The photographs I engage with are filled with people who
have had no say about being included in my research. Some are dead and therefore
cannot be asked, while others are known or unknown perpetrators of violence.
These photographs have been produced in violent contexts, and while throughout
this process I have made ethical considerations about showing and publicising the
photographs, I also have an ethical responsibility to make the photographs – in all
their violence – visual in history. And that responsibility extends to understanding
the role of the photographs and the context of their production in history. My
involvement is more than a recognition of the suffering, it is an intervention in
the history of it. By writing about it and reproducing photographs, I propose that
this is important, casting light on the violence as well as the human rights
discourse. The intervention in history consists of not only adding yet another
moment of publication to the ones that I study, but also in the suggestion that
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there is a history worthy of attention, and one from which we can also learn ethical
lessons.

Collecting Source Material
There is no single comprehensive archive from where the sources I have used can
be retrieved. It was not obvious in which repository to begin. The sources are
fragmented and not all of the same kind. The collection process has required
repeated visits to some of the repositories, as archive indexes are not always
complete and as I did not always know how to approach that particular repository.
A majority of the source materials have been retrieved from libraries and
traditional archives, others have been shared with me by people I have met
through my research, and I have used sites such as museums and monuments as
sources. I have also visited commemorations, photographic exhibitions, talks and
other events that engage with photography related to political violence in
Thailand.
I conducted the initial collection of source material in Thailand in NovemberDecember 2012. That survey was limited to the National Library of Thailand
(NLT), the National Archive of Thailand (NAT), and the archive of the English
daily newspaper Bangkok Post. This was a practical decision as the Bangkok Post
was the only newspaper responding that they welcomed me to their archive. The
English daily The Nation158 informed me that upon moving offices they had
destroyed most of their holdings, while giving some to the Bangkok Post. I visited
several scholars and their guidance to possible sources lead to my first visit to the
Labour Museum of Thailand and the NGO Humanset/Friends of the Assembly
of the Poor. During this first collection of source material, I made a few discoveries
that shaped my research moving forward. After discovering what was dominating
the repositories and the photographic reproductions, I began reflecting on what
was not in these repositories. Apart from realizing my own expectations, this drew
my attention to the political and historical context for publication and archiving
in Thailand. From the start I had not thought much about the archival reality
beyond a mere theoretical engagement, i.e. a de-constructivist or post-colonial
approach to archival practices and knowledge. Instead the repositories have
become an important part of the object of study (I write more about this in
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chapter 3). The sites and repositories have also had a very practical impact on my
work. The very discovery of a source has turned out to be a research finding in
itself. Each time I found a publication with a photograph from either of the two
October events (1973 and 1976), it added to the previously non-existent
(scholarly) knowledge about the prevalence of photographs, and their publication
contexts, over the four decades that have passed. This way of collecting informed
me about the photographic reproduction but also about the conditions for
dissemination and preservation of this type of material in Thailand. Against such
research findings I could approach the newly produced photographs in the series
For Those Who Died Trying, by Luke Duggleby and the NGO Protection
International (article III).
I returned to Bangkok in January 2014, focusing then on the Thammasat
University Archive (TUA). From February to April 2014, I spent my time at the
Australian National University and collected material from the National Library
of Australia (NLA) in Canberra. This proved to be the most comprehensive
repository for Thai and English language national newspapers and magazines. At
the NLA there is also a large collection of rare books published in Thailand, and
I was greatly helped by the librarians to acquire copies of publications valuable for
my material collection. What I couldn’t find there I retrieved digitally from the
Cornell University Library, USA. From January – May 2015 I was a guest
researcher at Thammasat University and could return to the TUA again, as well
as the repository of local organizations and private collectors. The final collection
of source material in Thailand was conducted irregularly between December 2016
– April 2017.
I want to foreground that my work with this thesis has run parallel with others
who engage with photographs, and their initiatives have influenced my own work
(articles III and IV). This influence goes beyond museums, monuments,
commemorations etc. that I have incorporated in my source material. At the TUA
I was truly helped by Ravin Thomya who had an academic interest in the 6
October event, and shared books and publications with me. After I had presented
my work at the Department of History, Thammasat University, in April 2015, I
came into contact with Patporn Phoothong and Puangthong Pawakapan, who
were then in an initial stage of starting the Documentation of October 6 project
(doct6.com). Patporn had already produced one documentary about the memory
of 6 October, and in 2016 she released a second documentary, followed up in
2017 with a third documentary called Two Brothers (Song Phi Nong) about the
relatives of two electrical plant workers lynched by police in September 1976 – an





incident that has served as a prelude to the photographic narrative of the 6
October massacre. I was on parental leave throughout 2016, and I only engaged
in my research during the 40th anniversary commemoration of 6 October 2016
at Thammasat University. After that event I started conversing with Patporn
about the photographs and shared material with the Documentation of October
6 project. Patporn’s visual work concerning the memory of 6 October has been
informative for both article III and IV in this thesis, and the doct6.com-project is
discussed in chapter 3.
It is not solely within the Thai publication context that I have found material
relevant to my study. At the TUA, I came across clips from international
newspapers reporting on the 6 October event, and also documents with the sender
and authors being student organizations and solidarity groups abroad. Tyrell
Haberkorn shared with me a bulletin published by the US-based Union for
Democratic Thais (UDT) and news-letters by the Thailand-based, but
internationally connected, Coordinating Group for Religion in Society (CGRS).
I was invited to talk about my archival work at the Swedish Labour Movement’s
Archives and Library in Stockholm. In the archives was a poster with a photograph
from 6 October to advertise a solidarity meeting in Stockholm, which I dated to
October 1977 (fig. 6). That finding made me interested in a possible Swedish
solidarity movement and I found an almost complete collection of a bulletin about
Thailand kept at the National Library of Sweden. I was able to compare the texts
and photographs in those publications with various bulletins and pamphlets from
the rest of Europe, the US, Australia, Japan, and Hong Kong.
A final note on my archival work is in order before moving on to the specific
method applied to the source materials. The different repositories that I have used
have different resources and different organizational principles. For instance, at
the National Archive of Thailand I could retrieve photographs from the days 1315 October 1973, but none relating to the 6 October event (this experience has
been confirmed by others). I made repeated visits to the Thammasat University
Archive, which allowed me to use different search strategies for material related to
the two October events. The Thammasat University Library holds Thai
newspapers dating back several decades, but the binders covering the date 6
October 1976 were either missing or damaged. The National Library of Australia
has collected Asian language material since the 1950s, with country-specific
curators and a separate reading room for on spot access. The technical equipment
is of high standard, making reading and compiling easy. Newspapers not available
on microfilm were retrievable as hard copies. My experience of the immense





difference in resources between repositories inside and outside Thailand is of
course a legacy of the Asia Area Studies institutions established at Western
Universities in the aftermath of the Second World War, to strengthen Australian,
European and North American geopolitical interests in the regions.159 That said,
the publications that make up the majority of the primary source material in this
thesis are produced and circulated in Thailand. The places and events that make
up part of the sources are also located in Thailand. The only exception is the
solidarity material mentioned above.
My method for collecting and analysing source materials has been an open-ended
process with a wide scope: I accept different types of material (various
publications, events, and places), a timespan over four decades, and I have let the
source material be reflected in my research questions. This approach facilitated
identification of tendencies over time, and shaped an empirically based analysis.
One of the results from collecting source material has been the importance of the
two events 14 October 1973 and 6 October 1976 as “events of photography” in
Thai history and in Thai human rights histories. In the following section I will
describe how I worked with the photographic material related to the two October
events, and why this material is relevant for shaping my analysis.
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The Role of 14 October 1973 and 6 October 1976
My analysis of the role of photography for human rights in Thai political history
has been shaped in tandem with colleting source materials, and especially
photography relating to the two events 14 October (1973) and 6 October (1976).
The October events have been particularly important as support for the benefit of
thinking through “the event of photography”. As I point out in the first chapter
of this introductory overview, the two October events had an impact on the
development of human rights in Thailand. For this thesis, they are significant in
terms of how they have been understood over the past forty years, and how that
in turn, reflects on the development of the events as human rights events.
Photography has been my source for tracing that development, with a focus on
the appearance of a human rights subject.
My initial research questions were ignited by the repeated referral to these two
October events among human rights and other political activists in Thailand,
among Thai scholars, and among foreign scholars writing about Thai politics and
history. The discussions and historical writing were frequently illustrated with
photographs, leaving a visual imprint on me. There is a generally held truth
among academics who had been involved in, or written about the two October
events: whereas the event 14 October 1973 event had become part of a national
history, the 6 October 1976 event had been silenced and left out. The manners
in which this had come to happen were more obscure. I was intrigued by the role
of photography in the published writings about the events: what type of
photographs were circulated, in what context, and what meanings they carried or
were attributed. I started asking questions about how photography contributed to
history and memory, especially of such violent events. What role did photography
have in shaping understanding of the events? The October events and
photographs from the events appear a lot in Thai human rights contexts and I
wanted to understand why. What was it with the events and the photographs that
lends itself to a human rights discourse? Putting it in the context of global human
rights history, to answer the difficult why question, I needed to find out more
about when and how this tendency had come about.
I began by collecting as many photographs as possible that could be found in
various types of publications: daily press, popular magazines, official school
history books, and academic as well as other books. Soon it became clear that a
genealogy over the photographs from the two events was needed, of when and
where specific photographs were published. To outline a sort of timeline for the




publication moments, I collected national daily newspapers, in Thai and English,
from the days before and after the events of 14 October and 6 October. I
continued with end-of-year wrap-ups in newspapers, and a couple of months
following until mentions of the events thinned out. Thereafter I looked at
newspapers for the dates 14 October and 6 October a few years following the
events with special attention paid to the dates for every tenth anniversary, as
appeared in daily newspapers as well as popular magazines.
I counted publication moments but it was soon clear that what I had initially
treated as one and the same photograph, were actually several different
photographic frames. The same scene had been photographed from different
angles and most likely by different photographers. In several of the photographs
people with cameras are also visible. This attested to both events being public and
well-recorded. The silencing of 6 October was not due to lack of visual
documentation. However, the photographs often figured as illustrations, without
guiding information as to what one is actually looking at. Paying attention to
captions, I could observe that information which, at an early stage had been
known, for instance the names of victims in photographs from the 6 October
massacre, had later been lost. In other instances, no photograph exists of either
the human activity or the agents behind the event, but only of a violated body. In
others there is only the name of a missing or dead person but no photographs of
what happened prior to death or disappearance.
Some photographs were published to a much greater extent than others and there
are likely several possible explanations to that: photographs commissioned by
press associations were more widely spread, the aesthetic composition plays a part
in the editorial choice, but also that a big part of the reproduction, especially
during the first two decades, are copies of already published press photographs.
Regarding the photographs of 6 October, it is important to remember that the
photographs that circulated during the first two decades following the event were
picked up from the few publications that had been printed prior to the general
censorship issued on the press by the military junta (see also article IV).
Clare Veal presents an excellent overview of the 1970s development of photojournalism as a profession in Thailand, and the 14 October 1973 event as a breakthrough moment for Thai press photography.160 The developments of Thai
photojournalism during the 1970s are also important for understanding
circulation of photographs in Thai and foreign publications. Veal finds no
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supporting evidence for the presence of foreign photojournalists in Bangkok in
October 1973161 and images owned by foreign press agencies that I have found in
my research support this claim. However, by 1976, the wars in Vietnam, Laos,
and Cambodia attracted Western and Japanese photographers to Southeast Asia,
with Bangkok being a strategic hub in the region.162 One of them was Associated
Press photographer Neil Ulevich, who was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for a
photograph of one of the lynchings on 6 October 1976 (fig. 7); another, Frank
Lombard, a journalist for a New Zealand radio station whose photographs can be
seen on the Documentation of 6 October website.
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Another finding to which the photographic reproductions attested was that while
14 October had remained in the public and in a national historical imaginary, it
was within a particular narrative that refuted nuances, and especially paid no
attention to the state’s complicity in the violence (this is discussed in article IV).
Against that, the state violence as well as the violence by rioting protestors is an
uneasy trope in the photographic reproductions – reflecting competing narratives
about the 14 October event. As it turned out that the people’s demonstration
“won”, the societal war had to be turned into a societal victory. The students as
righteous was an image created immediately by the press, which had planted its
support for the protests at an early stage.163 In the reproductions there is also a
tendency to display the students not as rioting but in defence positions, and their
deaths as sacrificial for a higher cause. The photographs are impossible to detach
from their symbolism, but that symbolism also has a context and a history. In the
case of 6 October, it is particularly clear that the symbolism has changed over the
course of forty years through contesting narratives and activist work, such as the
digital archive Documentation of 6 October.
As I mentioned in the section about my archival work, there are gaps in official
repositories, and preservation over time and between different places is uneven.
These conditions for preservation condition in turn which photographs and
publications have been reproduced, and that extends to the possible ways the two
October events have been understood. In article IV I write about how 6 October
could return to the public space with the 1990s new democracy movement. The
very repression of narratives about the event over the first 20 years made the event
an even stronger symbol for state violence and impunity and, I would argue, also
made it possible for it to appear as a human rights event. These observances and
conclusions from my archival work, shaped my method for analysing and, later,
also confirmed my ontological position.

Analytical Method
The four articles have different themes and different empirical sources. Article II
diverges from the rest as it is based on secondary sources and does not engage with
photography. It is connected to the other articles as it discusses the image of the
Thai political subject. Photography is the main focus of this study and the
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following section focuses on my analytical method. The method has been
developed through the course of my research, and thus the clarity of method varies
between the articles published at different stages of thesis writing.
In my analytical model, I make a functional differentiation of levels between
which the analysis is moving. All the concepts will be discussed further but I want
to briefly first introduce the analytical levels. One level is the content of the
photographic frame and its possible indexicality – what we can know from only
looking at a photograph. The second level is the narratives that reproductions of
several photographs produce. This level is complicated by the contextual and
material limitations for publicising photographs and creating narratives. The third
level is the relationship between the photograph as indexical of a past and the
“image.” These levels are reflected in the material but also an outcome of my
research, a model that is based on how photography is used in the empirical
sources.
A foundational base of the analysis in articles I, III, and IV is that it is not only
photographs that I study but photography as a social practice. None of the
photographs or the photographic publications in my source materials can be
detached from context. I incorporate the photograph, the narratives, and the
context for publicising in the theoretical concept of the “event of photography.”164
In this event, everyone who engages with the photograph is part of a “civil
contract.” In the section that follows on from the methodological discussion I will
outline this “political ontology of photography” as it is argued by Azoulay.
The first level of the analysis concerns content and indexicality of the
photographs. It is through indexicality that photographs lend themselves to
evidence of history. This character of truth and evidence is “constituted by the
material stability of the content in terms of ‘reality’.”165 It will be clearer further
on in this thesis that I question any stable meaning in a photograph, but for
analytical clarity, the assumed “material stability of the content” must be
explained. The indexicality of a photograph is basically a description of what is
seen in the photograph. To the influential photographic thinker Roland Barthes,
indexicality is derived from the “analogical perfection” that Barthes considers the
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photograph to be.166 This means that a photograph, in its light-capturing can be
treated as “a trace of the body that stood before the camera.”167 We see an object
in a photograph and we understand that there was once an object like that in a
place that existed before, if only for seconds, before we looked at the photograph
– therefore, a photograph can be treated as evidence in history. However, a
photograph can also mean something. We look at it and interpret what we see.
To Barthes, any message of a photograph is firstly denoted and secondly
connoted. In other words, there is “message proper” and a “second-order message”
in all photographs. Connotation is “the imposition of second meaning on the
photographic message proper”, or “a coding of the photographic analogue.”168
Connotation is produced through editing, choice of angles, lighting, framing,
objects in the frame, aesthetic principles, captions etc. As will become clearer, I
think it is objectionable to treat a photograph simply as an analogue perfection of
that which once was, i.e. a representation of a past reality (see chapter 3). Despite
that, Barthes’ definition is descriptive of how people actually engage discursively
with photographs. It is important to have this in the back of the mind when
considering photographs as historical objects and historical sources.
My second level of analysis is narrative. This level is particularly important to
understand what kind of narratives about the past are created through the
photographic reproductions. My material consists of photographs on display with
other photographs, usually as a series, though not always a progressive sequence.
What photojournalism does when arranging photographs sequentially is
“adopting the functions of written and spoken language.”169 This means that
connotation is no longer in a single photograph in the sequence, but “what the
linguists would call the suprasegmental level.”170
In article IV, I describe how photographs are used to narrate the cause of events,
from the dictator Thanom returning as an ordained monk on the streets of
Bangkok, to the massacre on 6 October 1976. The sequence of photographs
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begins with the monk Thanom and the protestors, followed by the execution of
two electrical plant workers, and the student mock hanging as a response. The
narrative up until that point, when the photographs of the mock hanging were
taken but not yet printed in the press, could have taken on a different cause, as
assumedly the students intended. But, as Alan Klima notes on the matter, “to sign
and to mean is not to control the circulation of your signs or the meaning that
they carry.”171 The photograph, I argue, must be understood through the context
of its circulation which sometimes is the sequence in which it appears.
My narrative analysis is based on how the photographs are used, first in their
original publication context, which is predominantly the daily press, and
secondly, in reproductions. The photographic narration is a linear story that gives
structural logic to the photographed events. As such, the photographs are
“historical agents”, influencing “the way in which those events were viewed at the
time,”172 but they cannot be treated as evidence of the cause of events. These
narratives are part of overarching discourses, but there are also very material
limitations to discourses and possible narratives related to the conditions for
dissemination, circulation, and preservation. It is clear that photographs from
violent events are treated as a sort of evidence. (I write about this activist practice
in article III.) Veal has also argued for “the notion of truth” as “central to the
medium’s ideological power in a Thai context.”173
As is evident in article IV, the photographs analysed are related to images: the
image of the student, the activists as righteous or unrighteous, royalist and
nationalist images. The photographs in their publication contexts are also often
treated as images without clear boundaries. The first published article in this thesis
(2015), is based on an early observation of the usage of photographs from
historical events in Thailand. That is that images are frequently detached from
historical context and functioning as icons representing one or several political
and social phenomena in which history is an important element (see, for example,
the collage in article I). These images could no longer be said to serve as evidence
of the event, yet strong truth value is attributed to them and they can be treated
as evidence of something else – such as a commitment to memory (more on this
in chapter 3). An example of this usage of imagery is the monument to the 14
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October event in the Thammasat University grounds (fig. 8). Another example is
the iconic status awarded to the image of the hanged man in Neil Ulevich’s
photograph or, the man, from the same photograph, holding a chair to beat the
hanging victim (fig. 7, fig. 9). To this date, neither the victim nor the perpetrator
in the photograph are publicly known.174 This photograph serves as an image
representing the event 6 October, but also as a symbol for how the Thai nation
punishes those charged with lèse-majesté. The photograph is a materialisation of
the image, while the image cannot be reduced to the photograph.
To Sontag the photograph objectifies but the photograph is also an object – a
“trace” of reality – while the image is an “interpretation of the real.”175 This is
similar to how Rosalind Morris understands the photograph as “indexical traces
of the event” but the image as “the symbolically mediated structures within which
these events could occur,” underscoring that photographic images and pictures
can function as both at the same time.176 The question for me is then how the
photographic images “function” as “evidence.” Explaining Agamben’s thoughts
about the image, John Lechte and Saul Newman suggests thinking of images as
language – not a statement (which is an object) but an “enactment”. Thus “…the
image is precisely something that cannot be objectified, because it becomes the
entity which reveals or exposes the world as such and is not itself the thing
exposed.”177 The image carries indexical signs, but is not the sign in itself. The
indexical signs, and not the image, are thus evidence of the existence of
something.178
The various publication moments create possible narratives in themselves and
when considered together with others (for instance, the publicising of
photographs from the same event over the stretch of days in newspapers). While
this analysis can connect the photographs and their publication moments to
discourses, it is of little help in understanding the social embeddedness of
photography. The collection of material and seeing the various ways that people
have engaged with photography challenged me to think beyond the photograph
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and visual narratives. In the next section I will discuss the limits of photography
as “evidence,” building on the understanding of the photographs as image (above),
and why it is not enough to study a photograph to extract meaning about the past
or the role of the past in the present. I will also clarify the conditioned circulation
of photographs (which is related to the material limitations), and why thinking
through “the event of photography” can aid in tackling these epistemological
problems.
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The “Event of Photography” as Ontological Position
The “event” figures in different forms in this thesis. It refers to the historical event
and to other occurrences and incidents. It is also an ontological stance on what
photography is, captured in the concept the “event of photography”, which I
borrow from Azoulay (2012). The authority given to photography as document
of the past and as a “powerful” news medium very much rests on the belief in
photography’s claim to authenticity, and an ability to capture – in Henri Cartier
Bresson’s words – “the decisive moment.” Sontag locates this authority in the
camera as being the only medium that can “catch a death actually happening and
embalm it for all time.”179 To Sontag, photography is “acquisition” – of that which
stood before the camera – and one form of acquisition is the consumption of
events. The materiality and reproducibility of the photograph make it possible to
“acquire” an event “as information,” beyond merely experiencing it through
photographs.180 Based on my own “acquiring” of photographs, I have two main
concerns to raise. The first is about the material dissemination of information,
and the other is about the information, or knowledge derived from the
photographs in circulation. These concerns are intimately linked, and need to be
understood in their political and historical context.
Earlier in this chapter I have discussed what it has meant to this project that no
single comprehensive archive exists from where I could acquire photographs to
“derive” information. The archiving of photographs as a performance of state
power functions also as such in its absence – the non-existent archive is a political
context. The images of the past that have not been organized and that have not
been circulated as knowledge, inform us of another aspect of state power, which
is that of exclusion, silencing, and hiding.
Returning then to information through acquisition of photographs, photographs
are not purely evidence – indexes of a past reality – they are inscribed with social
relations of their production and reproduction.181 There is a debate as to the extent
photography differs from other imagery in the ability to actually testify to a past
reality: a debate that, as historian Peter Burke points out, “contrasts between
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subjective narrative and ‘objective’ or ‘documentary’ photography.”182 To stick to
such categorization I believe does little for understanding photography’s role as
historical documents. Historical anthropologist Elizabeth Edwards cautions that:
“it is not what a photograph is of in purely evidential terms that should primarily
concern us, but the context in which it is embedded.”183 The contextual
embeddedness can translate to the political and historical context for the taking
of a photograph, and the contexts for preservation and reproduction.184 Historians
of colonialism have long cautioned that, with photography and anthropology
developing in tandem, photographic technique was used to “scientifically”
document the colonial land and its inhabitants. Photographs that were circulated
to display “facts” and observations, also reinforced imperial power.185 Outside of
the post-colonial discourse photography has also been closely linked to “the
instrumental power of the state and its apparatus.”186 Azoulay goes even further,
stressing that state mechanisms “restrict the photographer’s field of vision,
significantly influencing what enters the frame.”187 The challenge then is to
acknowledge the diversities within photographic history, and to see how subjects
of the apparatus of state or empire have used photography in (speaking again in
Foucauldian terms) counter-histories, counter-archives, and counter-memories.
To more clearly outline the relations governing the photograph over time,
Azoulay suggests thinking about photography as an event in which the camera,
the photographer, the photographed, disseminators, and the viewers/spectators all
participate in attributing meaning to the photograph. This “the event of
photography” goes beyond the power relations that dictated the photographed
event: “the event of photography” does not equal the event that is
photographed.188 Moreover, a perhaps radical thought considering the medium,
the photograph in itself is just one possible outcome of the “infinite series of
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encounters” that make up “the event of photography.”189 It is thus temporally
different from historical events such as the event of 14 October 1973 and 6
October 1976.
The event of photography has two different modalities of “eventness” – the first
occurs in relation to the camera or in relation to its hypothetical presence while
the second occurs in relation to the photograph or in relation to the latter’s
hypothetical existence.190
Azoulay describes the relationship between these modalities as a “mathematical
formula” with hidden and visible variables on each side of the equation. Just as
with a mathematical formula, encountering the constituents of “the event of
photography” is not linear or necessarily chronological.191 What is important, to
Azoulay and for this thesis, is that there is no “ownership” or any “property right”
in “the event of photography.” Participants in “the event of photography” can
claim dominance over a variable which affects everyone involved, but this does
not mean that they own the meaning of the event. Though usually we attribute
authorship to the photographer, the photographer alone does not dictate or set
the boundaries for what is inscribed in the photograph. Azoulay argues that the
one variable that cannot be owned, cannot be appropriated, is the “point of view”
– the “agency of the spectator.” And with that, “the event of photography” cannot
be terminated, but has the “potential for permanent renewal.”192
The amassment of photographs from the two October events and how they have
been used, at times without much attention to content details, informed me that
it is not the single photographic frame in itself that matters as much as context for
the making of the photograph, its further publication, and the meanings assigned
to the photograph in every encounter with it. The exclusion of photographs
relating to 6 October 1976 from public state archives and the censorship that
dominated the first two decades, return us to the question of how state power is
exercised through archives. Azoulay points out that the photograph in its moment
of publication, or organized in an archive, is inscribed with both excess and lack
of detail and information. In the photographs from 6 October 1976, there is an
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excess in detail of bodily suffering, while, as I also point out in article IV, the
genealogy over the forty years has been haunted by a lack of information about
the perpetrators and the victims. As the Documentation of 6 October project has
managed to show, contrary to common belief about the massacre, the
photographs are not documentations of killing; they show how the corpses of
persons already killed are being assaulted. That knowledge, as well as the fact that
it has taken forty years of engagement with the photographs to conclude this, adds
another layer to the logic of the violence.
In the photographic series discussed in article III, the photographs refer to
instances of violence that were not visually documented (if any photographs exist
in police or court archives, they are in any case not categorized as to point towards
either illegitimate violence or impunity). The outcome – Luke Duggleby’s
photographs – materializes several years, even decades after the event of violence.
A key component of Duggleby’s photographs is the portrait of the deceased or
disappeared. However, these were created before the instance of violence that they
were later used to refer back to. To the original symbolic meaning of the portraits,
a second layer of meaning is added by the placement in a site of alleged crime. (I
here follow Burke, resisting viewing the portraits as “accurate representations”,
but rather in their “symbolic form.”193) The photograph that ends up in my
analysis is very clearly only one part, a materialization of a point in time, in an
event of photography that begins long before the photographer takes a
photograph (and before the original portrait is taken), and has not yet ended. It
is also the case that Duggleby, the photographer, is not the sole author of the
photograph – the production involves the deceased or disappeared subject, the
community to which that person belonged, his or her family, the persons involved
in collecting information about the case. These engagements with photography,
embedding photographs in a history of continued struggle for human rights, also
resists any theoretical critique of passive “regarding” of violence and refute
distancing to the photographed event.
In the next chapter I return to the question of photographs as evidence in human
rights history. I will discuss the notion of “political power” in atrocity
photography, how photography functions as a medium in memory production,
and the role of the archive for human rights research.
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3. Photography and Human Rights
in History and Memory Production

In the previous chapter I described the methodological approach to the material I
have collected as well as an adherence to a political ontology of photography to
think beyond the photographic frame and content and to consider photography
as an event made up of a series of encounters.194 In addition, in this chapter I
discuss the role of photography in the production of memory and in human rights
historiography. In relation to “the past” and to contestations over its meaning,
memory is productive – creating competing narratives about the past. Memory is
a way to make sense of past events, and struggles over memory can overlap with
contestations about history – as my material also shows. Part of these contestations
occur within and through archiving. I argue that the photographic engagements
in my study contribute to a continuous construction of archives and that these
archives are part of memory production and function as interventions in
contestations over past events.
Through my collection of materials, it has become very clear that archival context
limits the possibilities of research findings. I have described the practical
challenges I encountered with repositories while collecting materials (see chapter
2, and articles III and IV). Against that background, I end this chapter with a
discussion about the options for human rights researchers and activists who
engage with official or unofficial archiving. I identify two main approaches to the
archive for human rights research. One is coming from a post-colonial or deconstructivist perspective on archival knowledge. Another is the active
participation in re-constructing or creating archives as “human rights” or
“activist” archives.195 This latter type of archives, which have a different rationale,
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structure, and logic from more conventional forms of repositories, such as state
archives, also have a particular place in human rights history. They are anchored
in the same guiding principle as human rights photography – that human rights
violations must be documented and made visible.
I begin by discussing how human rights can be made visible through photography.
I anchor my discussion in the violated body as a trope in human rights
photography, but argue against assumptions that the violated body signifies, in
itself, either the human rights subject or the rights issue at stake. This harks back
to previous discussions about the political potential of human rights and ethical
considerations for engaging with atrocity photography.

The Political Power of Photography
The police says that there is nothing to see on a road, that there is nothing to do
but move along […] Politics, in contrast, consists in transforming this space of
'moving-along' into a space for the appearance of a subject: i.e., the people, the
workers, the citizens: It consists in refiguring the space, of what there is to do there,
what is to be seen or named therein.196

In this section I aim to lay a foundation for thinking simultaneously about human
rights as political and photography as a political practice. There are parallel
histories of photography, atrocities, and human rights that raise questions about
how to understand and engage with photography within a human rights
discourse. Two questions are brought to the fore here. The first question concerns
the conditions for our understanding of particular photography as representations
of human rights violations. I discuss the limits of thinking about photography
through a political-aesthetic dichotomy, arguing that aesthetic principles are not
decisive in whether we understand a photograph as being or not being a
representation of human rights issues, and more specifically human rights
violations. The second question concerns where, if not in representation, the
political power of photography can be located. This is the power that makes
photography matter for human rights activists as well as human rights researchers.
I argue that such power cannot be reduced to the content of the photograph, that
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it is not located in the depiction of the capturing of death and agony, as the
violated body is not a representation of human rights per se.
To begin with, photography in human rights contexts is by large atrocity
photography. The trope of the suffering body, the starving, the maltreated, the
tortured and the beaten, runs through the history of photography and the history
of human rights.197 Photography developed parallel with humanitarianism from
the mid 19th century when [European] belief in human morality and progress
was challenged by human brutality instigated by colonial and imperial
endeavours, such as the Belgians in Congo.198 Photography was and is readily
employed by humanitarian and human rights organizations in advocacy work,
with photographs believed to transmit the witnessing of atrocities in distant places
and that this visual exposure would prompt action. An example of this kind of
humanitarian photography is presented in historian Lina Sturfelt’s study of how
Swedish Save the Children (Rädda Barnen) visualized “the suffering war child’s
body” in the post-war 1920s. Presented as victims in images and texts, the children
served both as evidence of the horrors of war and as “emotional provocation” so
the Swedish public “would be moved to act.”199 However, there are no guarantees
that such photography will make the spectator take action. Even though modern
photographic techniques have increased image production and dissemination, as
Sharon Sliwinski comments, “spectators’ capacity to witness [suffering, war,
genocidal violence] from a distance has had little effect on the frequency or
savageness of these atrocities.”200 I will return to the issue of distance between the
photographed atrocity and the spectator later in this chapter.
Another way to write the history of human rights photography is to look at how
photography has been used to manifest power. Photography has been, from the
beginning, part of violent atrocious regimes. The lynchings in the US generated
thousands of photographs, and images were circulated on postcards; the German
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Nazis visually recorded in the millions the atrocities that were part of the state
apparatus; the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia and Stalin’s Soviet Union
photographed and archived records of political prisoners; military and
paramilitary forces participating in ethnic cleansing and genocide have visually
documented the committing of torture, rape, and murder.201
To understand the uses of atrocity photography, we need to distinguish what the
photographic medium is supposed to do with the human rights violation
(assuming this is what is at stake) and to the spectators of photography. Susie
Linfield argues that photographs “are the perfect medium to mirror the lacunae
at the heart of human-rights ideals”, because even though photographs cannot
show what human rights are, cameras can capture suffering in the loss of rights.202
Linfield argues that the camera enables “empathic leaps” between people and
places and that it has contributed to “globalize our consciences”.203 Based on these
arguments, Linfield describes photojournalism as “interventions in the world”.204
However, space poses a problem in Linfield’s argument that photography can be
interventionist and enable “empathic leaps”. The reasoning assumes that a space
exists between the photographed (who has been deprived of rights) and the viewer
(whose human rights are intact). This space is also emphasized as a problem in
Sontag’s critique of the distant spectator (discussed in chapter 2, pp. 56-57). My
contention is that we need to challenge all assumptions about stable positions:
that the photograph has a stable meaning and that there is a stable distance
between the photographed and the spectator. One objection is how such a
distance is upheld over time. For instance, technical advancements such as digital
photography have shortened the distance in time between taking the photograph
and encountering it, and presumably shortened the time between looking at and
re-acting to a photograph – disseminating a photograph can be a click away on a
mobile device. These technical aspects of photography have however not altered
time and space per se and it remains a different task to understand photography
in history from understanding the effects of contemporary photography (a point
I will get back to later on in this chapter). Another important point to make is
that the meaning of a photograph is not stable – it is not inscribed within the
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photographic frame and content. Whatever the intent of a photographer or
publisher, intention does not control interpretation. Meaning is instead formed
through the context for dissemination and through the encounters with the
photograph. As I explain in the previous chapter, in “the event of photography”,
meaning is created in every encounter with the photograph and everyone
participating in this event has responsibility for what they see. This responsibility
comes from the idealized relationship that Azoulay calls the “civil contract of
photography”, which builds on Hannah Arendt’s definition of the political as a
relational space of individuals coming together in public.205 Photography as a
“civil contract” is then a space that “contests the distancing” usually assumed
between the photographed, the photographer, and the spectators.206 In Azoulay’s
idealized model for the making of meaning, each participant in the event of
photography is a citizen of a sort but no sovereign power rules over the event as a
whole (thus this notion of citizenship is different from the nation-state
citizenship). However, there is a tension between the potential of photography as
a space of equality, and the acknowledgement that what is photographed and what
is persevered and disseminated over time is conditioned by power relations. To
develop this argument, I will now go on to discuss the limits of representation and
the potential for thinking politically about images and photography.
Atrocity photography is frequently attacked within the debate on “pornographic
consumption” or “aestheticization” of suffering.207 An underlying assumption in
this type of critique is that photographs have a particular power because they
belong to either a political or an aesthetic sphere. In that logic, photography can
only be a political tool for human rights as a representation – something to hold
up as proof. Thus, if the photograph is considered to be a representation of a
human rights violation, then it can also be political. However, the principal
question to determine the political faculty of photography lies not in the question
of aestheticization. Not only is all image part of the ontology of the aesthetic but
to say that “this is political” is at the same time identifying what is not accepted
as political.208 It is a judgement that falls back on the author’s intent or the
spectator’s interpretation.
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I find it helpful to evoke Walter Benjamin’s distinction between aestheticized
politics – exemplified by how fascism turns the destruction of mankind into a
spectacle – and the politicization of art, which Benjamin saw as the necessary
response to fascism. Benjamin’s assertion runs parallel to his argument that
photography, in its mechanical reproducibility, removes the “criterion of
authenticity” from art, and by that “the total function of art is reversed”, and
“[i]instead of being based on ritual, it begins to be based on another practice –
politics.”209 The first point here is that art must be politicized to counter the
aestheticization of violent oppression and destruction (which is political). The
second point is that photography makes multiple meanings possible through its
reproducibility, facilitating endless possible encounters, which puts into question
faith in representations.
Thinking of photography as an event in which those looking at and disseminating
photographs also attribute meaning to the image, we realize that the photograph
is more than a representation of something that once was in front of the camera
– just as any image is not the imaged.210 It seems intuitive enough to say that a
photograph of an object is not the object itself but a representation of it. However,
the photograph is only a representation insofar as we recognise it as such. It is not
the original subject that gives meaning to the photograph; it is how we
conceptualize what we see and how we understand the signs of the image that
create meaning.211 The problem is illuminated when stating that a photograph of
a violated person is a representation of a human rights issue at stake (as Linfield
does). How do we know that we are looking at human rights violations? An
example of this question is on the very cover of Linfield’s book The Cruel
Radiance, where a photograph of a young unnamed Cambodian girl, a prisoner in
the Khmer Rouge S-21 (Toul Sleng) prison, stands as an icon for the genocidal
violence.212 Linfield makes a compelling argument that we have an ethical
obligation to look at such photographs and that we are capable of seeing the
degradation of the violent structure behind the photography. Yet, the question
stands – What is the photograph of this girl a representation of if something more
than herself? A possible but perhaps discomforting answer, is that the photograph
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represents the neglect that resulted in her (continuing) anonymization, despite a
posthumous appearance on a book cover. The point is that it is the context that
makes this photograph a possible representation of human rights violations, not
its indexicality.
A different perspective to the discussion about representation is offered by Peggy
Phelan.213 Using the example of photographs taken in the Abu Ghraib prison in
Iraq by US army personnel, 2003-2004, Phelan writes:
The Abu Ghraib photographs not only document atrocity, they create it. In this
sense the photographs function as weapons. They both reflect and transcend the
United States’ military imagination. […] By dramatizing the visible structure and
fact of torture, while failing to make manifest the singularity and specificity of each
body subject to it, the Abu Ghraib photographs expose the futility of meaningful
philosophical discussions of torture. To speak of torture is to give it a rational
structure that the act repudiates.214

Phelan here touches upon challenging questions. One relates to the photograph’s
temporality, whether it is foremost a documentation of a past action or an action
in itself. Phelan makes a case for understanding photographs as both performative
and constative, meaning that they “describe and document actions that have, if
not quite ended, nonetheless become attached to narratives, however
contested.”215 This performative aspect of photographs also leads to thinking of
the photograph as a second violation and part of the rationalization of the
photographed violence. There is a risk that this line of argument dislocates power.
Even though violent regimes use photography, it is not photography that preserve
power – it is compliance and inaction.
Another important issue I take from Phelan’s writing is what the photographs
connote: what it is that we see and what it tells us – whether we see the horror of
torture or the performance of a mighty military power. This question accentuates
the importance of the dissemination context for decoding photographs. For the
Abu Ghraib photographs to have anything to say about the US military as an
agent in the photographs, there must be a signifier pointing it out. While for the
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photographs to say something about torture, the agent does not have to be
present. The question can also be illustrated through the series For Those Who
Died Trying, analysed in article III, and whether the photographs connote both a
crime against a person as well as direct the spectators’ attention towards the Thai
state.
Take the photograph of the violated body; can it be anything more than (or even)
evidence of a violence committed against the person in the picture? If it can raise
awareness of violence, is it limited to the force against the body, or can
photographs reveal the violent regime in which this violated body is embedded?
Azoulay cautions against the assumption that the violated body can stand as
representation of violence, as violence is always part of a structure that is bigger
than the exercise of force. The focus on the physical violation in all its singularity
risks blanking out the wider political context for the violence.216 We thus need to
ask ourselves what political order has created the violence, what other expressions
of violence came before the violation of the body, and what violations will follow.
The question I return to in this thesis and in my articles is, what can be seen, and
who can be seen in the public as a political subject and a subject of human rights.
These questions bring us back to Agamben’s concept of homo sacer, the sacrificial
person expelled from political life, that epitomises the state of exception. As
discussed in the introduction, the depoliticizing of people’s existence is highly
political. This is pointed out by Judith Butler (among others) who exemplifies the
homo sacer with the detained person. Detention, Butler writes, is a “situation that
is highly, if not fatally, politicized”, despite the person detained being suspended
from political life.217 Butler wants us to pay attention to the processes that cast
certain lives as dispensable to the sovereign powers, exemplified by the publicness
or non-publicness of mourning.218 In articles I, III, and IV, I refer to aesthetic
regimes of public mourning and when these are cast as protest in Thailand and
globally. The public mourning is understood as protest only because all public
mourning, in its aestheticization of religious, national, or royalist belonging,
belong to a political ontology. The protest is a political protest in that it appears
in the public against the dictates of a regime, when it, so to say, “refigures” a space,
and thus challenges the limits of the political.219 To understand the political power
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of photography as “refiguring” of the public, I return to Azoulay’s reasoning that
photography is a space for equal political participation – (ideally) everyone is
addressed by, everyone gives meaning to, and everyone assumes responsibility for
what they see. The act of bringing photographs of mourning into the public is
then potentially an act that lets “everyone” see and gives meaning to what they see
in these photographs – thus essentially refiguring what and who can be seen as
political subjects (see the Thai funeral photographs, article III). I stress the
importance of the public further in the following section where I discuss memory
practices.
I have argued here against what I take as a constructed distance between the
photographed and the spectator, and called for a more active spectatorship - one
that realizes that we also have responsibility for what we see whether “it” happened
in a distant time or a distant space.220 I have also argued that any political power
of photography is not located within the photograph, but is created through the
encounters that give meaning to the photograph. To understand how engagement
with photography of violence, agony, and suffering can serve a human rights
cause, attention must always be directed towards power. Here I think history poses
a particular challenge, as we have to take into account the powers dictating the
photographed event, the powers dictating preservation and dissemination of
records, and the powers dictating the conditions for remembering. In the next
section, I discuss engagement with photography in relation to history and memory
production.

Photography in History and Memory of Human
Rights
In this study I am interested in how photography is used in public contestations
over past events. Two main concepts are employed to understand how individuals
and collectives relate to and create knowledge about the past: history and memory.
Both concepts are vividly present in the object of this study – used by both activists
and scholars – and no clear distinction can be made between the two. History has
generally been understood as professional representations of the past that are
mostly, but not exclusively, based on written and archived sources. In contrast,
memory would be a subjective approach to the past which makes no claim to
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scientific objectivity.221 Over the past decades there has been a growing interest
within both history and memory studies in the metanarratives of the collective.
Memory studies concerns more than individual reminiscences. Memory is integral
to the contestations over the historical meta-narrative of the Thai nation. There
are several concepts that can be used to describe the relationship between the
private or individual and the public narratives of the past, such as social memory,
collective memory, collected memory, and counter memory. All these concepts
aim to capture contestations over the past and how the past is remembered in
relation to main narratives and national history. For my study, these concepts are
important because they point towards the publicness of memory production.
Photography has a particular place in scholarly literature on memory. In articles
I, III, and IV, I refer to photography as a site for memory and material trace of
memory, in place of memory, and as a medium that can “bridge” memory and
history – the photograph can aid or direct memory of a historical past that we
might or might not ourselves have experienced.222 Photography can materialise
the relationship between history and memory, by both representing memory and
mediating the memory to a potential public space.223
Memory, as a cultural phenomenon, is productive and political in the sense that
it is “a site of struggle over meaning.”224 The productive character of memory to
convey past events is summarised by Doreen Lee:
Memory is productive. It produces archives, spatial practices, bodies of writing,
ways of talking and remembrance. These different sites and practices conjoin and
overlap the past with the present, the eventful with the everyday.225
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This productive or constructive character of memory is also expressed by scholars
who have focused particularly on memory in Thai political history. Malinee
Khumsupa and Sudarat Musikawong write that:
Central to the Thai term for memory khwamsongcham […] is song, which literally
translates as form or medium. The word khwamsongcham in itself forges an
embodiment of the past (albeit always interpreted), and signals the capacity for the
transformation of memory through various forms and mediums, including social
practices and material culture.226

The photography that I study appears in reference to past occurrences and in
practices that simultaneously produce memory and history. To insist, for instance,
in using the photographs of the violent events of 14 October and 6 October
(article IV), or to reframe and recontextualise photographs of killed or disappeared
persons (article III), is to actively work against forgetting and at the same time to
write history. In article I, the focus is on whose and what history and memory is
afforded a place in the public, acknowledging that the act of making history and
memory visible in the public can be a contentious act (article I, 209-210). To
erect a monument or hold a public commemoration over a contested event in a
nation’s history is a way to claim a place in the public – a physical space for an
abstract phenomenon. Erecting a monument or establishing a museum doesn’t
necessarily mean the contestation is over, but is rather a manifestation of the
ongoing contestation.227 A similar argument has been made by Sudarat about the
memorials to the 1970s student movement in Thailand: that they created physical
space for an “abstract movement” while conflicts persist over the narrative that
the memorials represent.228
The monuments, memorials, and museums funded by donations and voluntary
labour that I visit in this study form part of the memory production that can be
called counter memory. This term can be understood as a sort of collective
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memory, which Jay Winter defines as “the practices of remembrance of different
collectives” that produce contesting interpretations of and narratives about the
past.229 The main Thai nationalist narrative of unity creates only one other, “the
un-Thai,” an unfixed and discursive category. Against that nationalist narrative
counter memories are created. The producers of counter memory are not however
a united or homogenous collective, but different collectives that among
themselves have competing narratives. This is not least true for the so-called
Octobrists, exemplified by the debates over their role in Thai politics and society
since the 1970s. There is also a debate about the action of naming the Octobrists,
and who or what the name refers to, pointing at the limits of thinking through
categories such as collective vs individual memory.230 While it is beyond the scope
of this research to understand all the various competing narratives, the question I
pursue is how photography – including preservation and dissemination of
photographs – contributes to the creation of competing narratives.
Focusing on visual arts, Sudarat describes how the cultural memories of the 14
October and 6 October, have been “unmanageable” for various state regimes.231
Survivors, activists, and families have insistently created counter memory, which
resists the state’s royalist-nationalist memory production that celebrates the past
in order to create a sense of national unity in the present.232 Sudarat’s identified
counter memories work against an assumed national repression, silencing, or
amnesia of the events. This is similar to how Thongchai interprets the 6 October
event as a trauma that silenced Thai society.233
The nucleus of the competing narratives and collective memories in this study is
how to write violence into history. There are similarities with the October
commemorations in Thailand, with how other collectives have survived and
commemorated traumatic events. A comparison can be made with how the 1965-
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66 repression of communism in Indonesia has been represented as a collective
suffering, and that there is a sense of commonality among survivors.234 Collective
suffering and societies’ handling (or inability to handle) trauma are common
themes in the academic field that combine memory studies with photography.
Here Benjamin’s “thought-image” (Denkbild) of the angel of history can be
evoked (inspired by Paul Klee’s Angelus Novus), as an illustration of the gap
between visual traces of an atrocious event and the impossibility to visualize the
same. Benjamin’s angel, who is propelled backwards into the future with face
towards the past where “wreckage upon wreckage” is hurled at his feet, is a critique
of the idea of historical progress.235 The thought-image is commonly used to
illustrate the difficulties for modern European civilisations to reconcile with the
terrors and wars they had created.
As I mention in article III, one genre of memory photography is occupied with
emptiness and absence of action in reference to atrocious and traumatic events.236
Judith Keilbach writes about visualizations of the Holocaust, noting that the
photographs which exist can only form parts of the whole structure, never tell the
complete history, yet:
[…] these pictures, however, with their actual and visible objects, oppose the
perception of the holocaust as a traceless destruction. Instead, the visualization of
the latter concept has taken place in pictures of landscapes or of empty places that
simultaneously reflect on the impossibility of photographic depiction.237

The conceptualisation of the “traumatic memory” has a particular place in
memory studies, not least in “bridging the gap” between individual and collective
memory, between survivors and society at large. “[T]he making public of private
trauma relocates individual suffering in historical and social context, while also
foregrounding the problem of historical truth itself.”238 The framework of trauma
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is also important for Veal to understand the particular contestations over the
massacre on 6 October:
The traumatic event is also a site of contested truth because it elides conventional
modes of historicization and understanding. […] Thus, attempts to reintegrate a
traumatic event, like 6 October, into a historical narrative are often tied-up with
efforts to discover the event’s ‘truth’, to comprehend the possibility of its
occurrence, and offer some mode through which those affected can relieve
themselves of the trauma.239

The 6 October event was particular in all its atrocious violence and in the
publicness of the violence – a publicness to which the photographs attest (see
article IV). While the photographs are used to find the “truth”, the photographs
of the event and the event that is photography, resist stable meaning. The trauma
inflicted on society, the impunity for perpetrators, and the silencing in official
history contributed to the difficulty of remembering the 6 October event – for
individuals and on a societal level.240 At the same time, the contestations over the
history and memory of the event are also related to the political development of
Thailand. Especially important was the final state victory over the communist
insurgency and the demise of the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT) in the
early 1980s. After that came the development of a civil society in which many of
the student leaders of the 1970s made a career, the neo-liberal economic
developments of the 1980s, and the liberal democratic reforms in the 1990s (see
chapter 1).
The role of the CPT in the 1970s student movement was a point of conflict
among the survivors who in 1996 prepared the first major public anniversary of
the massacre.241 Going against the winds was historian Somsak Jaemteerasakul’s
stance that 6 October was first and foremost part of the Thai state’s suppression
of communism, and that those who had died should be remembered as heroes
prepared to die for the socialist cause.242 Thongchai, on the other hand, imagined
a broad unity among survivors. He envisioned making the 20th anniversary
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commemoration a space for public memory, and through that, make individual
stories possible and dignify the dead.243 Thongchai was himself one of the eighteen
imprisoned for two years after the event. Through his engagement in the
commemorations and his writings about the massacre, Thongchai has been
important in the framing of 6 October as an event of atrocious human rights
violations.
I want to refer back to chapter 1 in this thesis, and human rights history in
Thailand. Following May 1992, in a time when democracy blossomed, attempts
were made to align the 14 October 1973 and 6 October 1976 events under the
discourse of “democratic progress”. With the advent of the 1997 so-called people’s
constitution that for the first time used the term human rights to refer to citizen
rights, and the institutionalisation of a National Human Rights Commission in
2001, a royalist-nationalist history of progress was consolidated. This history
merged human rights with democracy and narrated 1973, 1976, and 1992 as
moments along Thailand’s path towards human rights.244 I do not propose that
the 6 October massacre was not framed as human rights violations in 1976.
However, as my study shows, the engagement with photography from 6 October
developed after the public commemoration in 1996, and especially in the last
decade, to focus on the question of state violence, impunity, and redress for the
individual victims. Photography functions at the same time as “evidence” in
historiography about the event and as a medium for memory – making it possible
to “witness” the past event in the present.
The focus on 6 October as an event of state violence and impunity makes it a sort
of negated human rights event. It is a more radical version of Thailand’s human
rights history than that which places 6 October in a chain of events within a
“human rights progression.”245 The narrative of human rights progress has placed
the atrocities in an “untouchable” past, where they are protected by the
production of impunity, but also by societal discourses of Thailand “moving
forward”. Whereas truth and justice processes are generally thought of as necessary
for societies to move on and reconciliate after experiencing societal violence, the
Thai case illuminates how such a process is highly contested. For instance,
Thongchai notes how not all survivors of the 6 October massacre agree that
finding the truth about the event and bringing perpetrators to justice (of any sort)
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is necessary for reconciliation with the past.246 Another stance has been the liberal
ideal of a Thai society beyond what is referred to as extreme polarisation.247
In photography and memory practices there is an element of de-constructing the
distance between past and present. In article IV, I write about how photographs
from the 6 October massacre are used in commemoration, undoing the
constructed distance between past atrocities and the spectators’ present. In article
I, there is a spread from the political left magazine Fa Diaw Kan, consisting of
four photographs. They are aesthetically similar in their composition but captions
reveal that they are from different times and places in Thailand. All refer to violent
and deadly suppression of Thai citizens that have been followed by impunity. The
aesthetic composition of the violated bodies creates a common denominator
between the events, one that is otherwise impossible to visualize. The persons who
figure in the series For Those Who Died Trying (article III), were also separated by
time and place before they were put in a historical continuity of killings, forced
disappearances, and impunity. In all of the above examples, the violence and
impunity are brought from a historical past into the present, casting light on
continuous contestations in Thai society. These engagements with photography
are at the same time re-engagements with records of the past, constructing new
contexts through which the photographs can be understood. One form of such a
new context is the making and re-making of repositories to contextualise the
photographic record. In the next section, I will discuss human rights approaches
to archives and repositories as contexts for photography of/and violence.

The Human Rights Archive
In chapter 2 on methodology and earlier in this chapter, I have touched upon
some theoretical problems regarding the photograph as “evidence” or
“representation” of past events. Not least, it is important to understand the
context of the making of a photograph and the multiple contexts for its
preservation and dissemination. Attention to context can answer questions the
researcher should raise about what kind of photographs are being made, which
photographs survive through history, and why. The archival context is notably
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important for this study, but the archive is also of more general interest to human
rights research. I will here discuss different approaches to the archive as a
repository of human rights violations resulting in both new archival knowledge
and in (re-) constructing archives from a human rights perspective.
In human rights studies, the archive has a particular important function as a
repository for traces of past regimes’ human rights violations and as a resource for
social and transitional justice claims.248 Still, it cannot be stressed enough that the
material trace of a past violation does not guarantee its visibility. It is important
to consider the powers that dictate not only what traces are produced and
preserved, but the conditions for preservation and the conditions for making the
traces visible. Decades of academic studies have scrutinised not only the
administrative regime of archives but also social, political, economic, and cultural
contexts of archival knowledge.249 This deconstructivist approach to archives is
perhaps most familiar in post-colonial studies that ask questions about epistemic
violence and take on the challenge to read the archive from the perspective of the
subjects of the records. More recently, it has been argued that a human rights
framework could serve a similar purpose and deconstruct archival principles (such
as respect des fonds, original order, and provenance). If not questioned and
contextualised, these organizing principles, including description of sources, can
function as preserving power and structural violence in the archives.250 There are
several challenges to approaching archives from a human rights perspective –
keeping the focus on the subjects of the records and the human rights issues at
stake. Archives are constructed on principles that can simultaneously work to
protect and to obscure the subjects of the records – the victims, the survivors, the
perpetrators and other stakeholders. I will later discuss the particular challenges I
identify in archives containing photographic records, but first I will introduce two
more general approaches to archives within a human rights framework.
The first example is the Thai state archives as representative of a state that has not
transitioned from an authoritarian to democratic regime. Rather, state violence
and impunity are present in a continuum between the military juntas and the
elected governments.251 Inspired by the post-colonial approaches to archives,
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Haberkorn describes a fruitful method for reading Thai state records to trace
human rights violations and impunity:
The archives of the state, at least those open to the public, rarely offer up a source
in which violent actors state both their actions and their desire to obscure those
actions in order to retain power and avoid responsibility. In Thailand, available
state and other documentary sources must be read against the grain, which means
with attention to absence, gaps, discordant statements, and unexpected revelations.
[…] Impunity [instead] demands a reading of state records against the grain in
order to identify a different kind of hidden transcript: indications of complicity
and participation in violence, anxiety, and the evasion of responsibility by the state
itself.252

It is against the experience of the Thai state’s complicity in violence and impunity,
and against “absence” and “gaps” in official repositories, that the digital project
Documentation of October 6 (doct6.com) must be understood (article IV). The
same applies to non-governmental museums such as the Thai Labour museum,
and to some extent the work by Protection International and Luke Duggleby to
document cases of human rights defenders in Thailand who have been murdered
or forcefully disappeared (article III). The creation of repositories like archives and
museums can be a way to claim a public space for histories otherwise
unacknowledged. These alternative repositories are contentious in relation to state
institutions (schools, museums, archives) that obscure or distort narratives about
regime violence. Though not archives in a traditional sense, I see these initiatives
as a form of human rights archives (discussed below). They actively take on both
human rights issues and violations (ongoing and past) and redress the epistemic
violence produced by state institutions.
Within archival studies in the twenty-first century, there has been a growing
concern with the political dimensions of archival meta-data, how provenance and
description affect “the human life to which [the record] is related.”253 This has
resulted in re-envisioning archival activities within a human rights framework and
re-constructing archives according to human rights principles. This growing body
of scholarly work has been framed as human rights archives.254 These repositories
have a broad definition:
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Colonial encounters, the silencing of minorities, the sale and purchase of enslaved
human beings, the epistemic violence of absence, misportrayal, and
miscategorization—these are issues that are contained within and endemic to all
archives everywhere. Documentation of power and its state-sanctioned abuse
through violence are the common threads that bind human rights archives. With
this expansive view in mind, […] human rights archives are those collections of
records that document violent and systematic abuse of power.255

Caswell argues for a broad application of the term archive, and a wide definition
of what can constitute human rights violations – including the epistemic violence
of archives. All archives should be recognised as facilitators of specific histories,
but Caswell’s approach is actively articulating the role of archives as interventions
in history. The construction of human rights archives is thus for those whose
history has been ignored, repressed, or hidden.
There is a tension between the ability of photography to show and archival orders
that obscure, yet again casting light on the difficulty in treating photographs as
evidence or as representations. In chapter 2 I described my own encounter with
incomplete information and my own attempts to create a meta-data of sorts for
photographs from 6 October. There are several explanations for the deficiency in
description of the visual records. The initial press photographs were published
without any information about the persons photographed, and the authorities
speedily censored the press and produced dis-information. After the event,
missing records in public repositories have contributed, as well as the multiple reproductions that treated the photographs as illustrations omitting explaining
captions. Thinking about the online Documentation of October 6, the close
relationship between photography, archive, and memory production becomes
clearer. The digital and online form offers possibilities for making the archival
material more accessible, not limited to those who can visit and are granted access
to the physical repository. At the same time, it is different from a traditional
repository where “hidden transcripts” can be found. The project is transparent in
its aims, and the digital platform allows for continuous and instant updating of
information. This is the most complete collection of photographs from the 6
October massacre and the photographs are used to identify victims and to rectify
information. But while the photographs are organized according to provenance,
the archive has little meta-data on the life of the records.
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On the other hand, taking photographs out of their original publication context
makes it possible to make new connections between them. It also allows for a
visual connection of the photographs to a before and an after of the photographed
event. A before of students who were something else than their violated body, and
a before of perpetrators rallying to stir up aggression. In the immediate aftermath
there was censorship, repression and amnesties for perpetrators. The after is the
continuation of such state violence. The after is also an open end for a continued
struggle for redress.





Summaries of the Articles

Article I
This article explores photography and imagery in the production of
history and memory of violent political events in Thailand. I look at
publications, sites of memory such as museums and monuments
produced by political organizations and activists. These relate histories
about oppression, about resistance to state violence, about struggles for
freedom and justice, using both explicit and implicit human rights
language. These histories are narrated against an official national history
of harmony and progress in the Thai royalist state. In this context,
photography is part of the making of counter-histories that reveal
disharmony and political contestations in Thailand. I identify how social
and political movements are aware of the symbolic power of
photography, and readily make use of gendered tropes, tropes of
oppression, death and mourning. This study points out two ways in
which photography relates to a Thai human rights discourse. One is
focusing on rights issues directly: for freedom and rights, against
oppression and abuse. The other is the performative and emancipatory
act of claiming rights in public. The two contribute to historical
consciousness and the construction of collective memory, despite not
providing comprehensive historical accounts. This article supports the
argument of the thesis that the power of photography in writing histories,
lies in the public sphere where visibility becomes political.

Article II
In this book chapter, I argue that the discourse of Thainess legitimises
state violence and impunity. The formation of the modern Thai nationstate entailed the construction of boundaries for political and cultural




belonging: state-subjects can be ethnically Thai but construed as
culturally and politically un-Thai. These boundaries I conceptualize as
peripheries of nationhood. This type of othering runs throughout Thai
history alongside the unifying and isomorphic practices of the nationalist
project. It has lent itself to the violent suppression of political conflicts,
and is explicit in contestations concerning what histories, arts, thoughts
and ideas that can be expressed in public without repression. The
discourse of Thainess and the Thai nationalist rhetoric of unity and
harmony harbours a logic for violence. Writing a history of state violence
in Thailand is thus writing a history of the continuity of disruption,
factionalism, unstable governments and authoritarian regimes. The
consequences of impunity – no or inadequate restitution for victims and
claimants, positions them in the periphery of both state and nationhood.
This article serves as an opening to think about human rights within the
frames of violence, nationalism, and conflicts over the political.

Article III
In this article the challenge of visualizing ongoing and repeated state
violence and impunity in Thailand are discussed. Human rights activists
commonly assume that photographs hold political power, but there is
reason to question such assumptions. Even when there are material traces
of the violence these cannot guarantee visibility. Photography of violence
that equates the violation with the violated body, risks having a
depoliticizing function by obscuring the structures of violence. Though
there is a public character of state violence and the production of
impunity, often there are no photographs of violence or the consequences
of it. What can photography do in the absence of photography of an event
of violence? I analyse a series of staged photographs in relation to global
and Thai photographic practices and activist uses of photography, and
investigate their role in the knowledge production about violence and
impunity. The series, called For Those Who Died Trying, is produced
by Thailand-based photographer Luke Duggleby and the human rights
NGO Protection International. It covers cases from all over Thailand of
rights-activists that have been killed or forcibly disappeared. The
photographs in the series function both as historical records and as
material bases for collective and individual memory. I argue that through




aesthetic repetition connections are created between the cases, between
the persons in the photograph and the Thai state, and between the
individual instances of violence and a history of impunity in Thailand.

Article IV
This article offers an analysis of the role that photography plays in the
history and memory of the two political events in Thailand known as 14
October 1973 and 6 October 1976. Both events were violent, and they
took place in public, in front of the press and cameras. The events are
connected, but the records of them have been treated very differently in
Thai history. This difference is particularly clear in the representation of
violence. Photographs contribute to the main narrative of 14 October as
a struggle for democracy and justice, however, within a nationalist
discourse that obscures and abstracts state violence. My research shows
that after two initial decades of invisibility and silence, photographs from
6 October have become a repository in a human rights discourse that
focuses on individual redress for violence and impunity. To understand
the role of photography in history, I argue that attention must be given
to the conditions for archiving and dissemination, as well as to lacunas in
the photographic records – to what is missing. Further, I suggest that
thinking beyond the photographic frame, and of photography as an event
over time and space, allow for directing attention towards the powerrelations that dictate the photographed event, as well as the moments of
encounter with the photographs.
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